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ICE GOES OUT 18
DAYS EARLIER
Two Salmon Caught from Float by
Proprietor Carville.
Spring Lake, Me., May 1, 1915.
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Tiie ice went from Spring
Lake
Tuesday, April 27, which is eighteen
days earlier titan last year. We are
painting the boats and getting ready
to open tl.e camps Monday, May 3.
Yesterday morning before breakfast
I caught two salmon from the float
one weighing 2 Vi poundis the other
3 pounds.
There are no beats
in
the water yet, tut will be to-morrow.
Last year the thirteenth day after
the ice left, a party of six, with Ar
thur Wright and Cliff Wing as guides
caught eight lake trout that weigh te<f
58 pounds, ,one square tail trout l 1/^
pounds, two saiLmon 3 pounds each.
From this time on the fishing was all
one could ask for.
I know of no
reason why it shouldn't be equally as
good this year.
Chine and try it.
John B. Carville.

GILMAN COTTAGE
IS LEASED
(Special to Maine Wocds.)

Rangeley, Maine, May 6.—It
is
surely an item of mere than usual
interest to know that from
June
until October one ctf the best known.

H OTEL B LAN C H AR D
STRATTO * MAINE

In the center of the Fish and Game
Section. Write for booklet.
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
S T R A T T O N M A IN E .

E. H. G R O S E . Prop.

W OO DS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN 3, MAY 6, 1915.

gentlemen in the United States, ExGovernor Charles E. Hughes at New
York, now Associate Justice of the
Supreme Court of the United States
will b® at Range ley.
This distinguished person has leas
ed thie Gilman cottage cn the shore
of Rangeley lake and with his fam
ily and servants comes for the sum
mer.The Governor is a great golf
player and one reason he decided thd
was a most desirable place to come
was cn account of the golf links,
which are* said to be among the
best in this part of New Pingland.
We welcome to Rangeley Gov.
Hughes and family and hope the days: ;i
will for them be crowded with hap
piness and that they will learn to
love the country and for years be
among the annual comers.

TWO EIGHT
POUND SALMON

One of the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine

Center o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing

Two eight pound salmon have been
taken from Lake Auburn thus far
GOLF, TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING
this season, Mr. Atherton taking one
Write for Booklet that will tell You all about it.
and Mrs. dhanLes Patrick the other.
These are the biggest fish to date
this year.
The continued cold wea
ther has made fishing dull, but with,
a few warm days the local anglers
expect to have all kinds of sport.
Among the catches recently were
fc.r affidavit.
,
pounds.
the following:
Mr. Bondeau, one salmon, 3 pounds.
3. The season for the contest be
Mr. Atherton (Grctap Morse guide)
John Morrlscn, cue salmon, 2
gins with tine legal season, and will,
one 8-pound salmon.
close September 15, 1915.
Mr. Morse of Hasting (Bob Grant pounds.
Avery Bradbury, one salmon., 2
4. Written application must
be
guide) one 3-pound salmon.
pounds.
made by the contestant to the Sec
W. H. Keith, one 2-pound salmon.
Fon Nichols, cne salmon 4 pounds.' Rangeley Lakes Fishing Contest for retary of the Contest, Mr. E. L.
May Farrar, one 2V& pound salmon.
Smalley, Sunapee, N. H.
Cliarles Robin,son, three salmon, 2Im George Harlow, two salmon, 2
Season of 1915.
5. All certificates must reach the
pounds, 2% pounds.
pound, 3-pound, 3-pound.
Secretary of the Contest cn or be
A. E. K'eimpton, one 3-pound sal
Tbrcugh tbe courtesy of the Hor fore September 20,' 1915.
mon.
ton Manufacturing Company. makers
Dell VerriILL, one 2-pound salmon.
of the famous Bristol steel fishing
Mrs. Edward Ames, two salmon IVz
rods the follow ling prizes are offered
pound, and 2 pounds.
fer the largest salmon and the larg
Stanley Leadbetter, one salmon 4y2
est square-tail trout eaiugft at the
Rangeley La'kes, Maine, this season:

RANGELEY LAKES HOTEL CO., Rangeley, Maine

PRIZES OFFERED BY
HORTON MFG. CO.

BY THE WINTER
FIRESIDE
By

The Place Where You Can Always Find Unsurpassed Fishing.

Scott

Cook,

By t’nie wtimtqr fireside is the place
and time
Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places, Flv and Bait Fishing. Lake and
To fix your flies for tine next spiring
Stre am Fishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.
time,
JULIAN K. VILES & SON. Tim, Franklin Co., Me.
Vauniteih your rodis and oil your reeds,
Cofme where we catch trout, not eels.

Ed. Grant’s Kennebago Camps
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc.
Excellent cuisine. Post Office
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
and other information, write
ED. GRANT (Q . SON CO.,

P. O. Address, Grant’ s Me.

Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.

p —fflrntf
o u n ta ln
B A L D M O U N T A I N C A M P S Bald M M
a in e
Bald Mountain Cam ps are situated at the fo o t o f Bald Mountain on M ooselooknce*uu tic Lake. Near the best fishing: grounds. First class steam boat connections A uto
road to cam ps—T eleph one co n n e ctio n s—T w o mai s daily W rite for free circular.
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’ r..
Bald Mountain. Maine

Mountain View Mouse

$

8

Mountain View, Maine
For fu rth er p a rticu la rs w rite or a d d re ss

L. E. B O W L E Y ,

»

*

■

Maine.

$

NEWS FROM
NORTHERN MAINE

Guide.

TIM P O N D C A M P S

Mountain View,

P R IC E 4 C E N T #

T H E P R IZ E RODS FOR T H E LARG 
EST S A L M O N :

Crank Fly Fishermen Obliged to
Use Bait.

Choice of a Standard No. 4 or No.
11, Bristol Steel Red with special
The heavy rain® for the past Week
mountings as follows,—
Agate first guide and tip, German- made poor fishing for a few days
silver trumpet guides, and solid cork at Packard’s Camps, P. o . address,
Sebec Lake, Maine, but the water
grip.
Guaranteed for three years.
Don’t hiring a rod made of massive
ha® cleared up and gone down and
pine,
tlie salmon are now taking the bait
FOR
L
A
R
G
E
S
T
SQUARE-TADL
Don’t bring a small) rope for a line,
in great shape.
TROUT:
Or bait your hook with, a cod-fish
Mr. J . S. Fletcher of Providence,
A Standard No. 9 Bristol' Steel Ply
tail,
R.
I., with Charlie Moore as guide,
rod,
with,
snake
guides
and
agate
With the thought that you will catch
landed a number of good fish. Mr.
first and top guides..
a whale.
P. E. Presby and Miss Presby
of
Guaranteed for biwee years.
Boston, with Irving Preble as guide,
A five ounce rod and a good tackle
arrived May 1st, and are
having
CONDITIONS
take,
good luck.
Dr. Wilbur and wife of
Try a few days’ fishing on Sebec
1. Each, contestant must furnish Fall River, Mass., are enjoying the
—Lake.
Mrs. Wilbur caught a very
satisfactory procf tl at the fish, whc.se fishing.
Satisfy yourself it can’t be beat,
weight is entered was caught by him j nice salmon the first day she a.rBy catching salmon, they’re the fish at the Rangeley Lakes, by the use rived.
Mr. J. J. Cctter of New York
to eat.
of a Star dead Bristol Steel . Rod, Who made the record catch, at Pack
ard that the weight given is correct., ard’s Camps last season,, has
just
Sportsmen come from far and near,
2. We recommend that the facts j arrived, and expects to beat
h.i,s
Stc.p at Packard’s Clamps, year after be stated 5n an affidavit, signed by last season’s catch in size and num
year;
Mr. L. W. Kingsley
a Justice cr Notary.
A statement ber of fish.
Never one do we hear complain,
by the person who weighed the fish and F. B. Rogers of New York, With!
And the next year finds them hack should be included, citing scale used. Harry Crockett as guide,
arrived
again.
On request, the Secretary will fur-j yesterday afternoon. They
caught
niislh application blank, with
fealm I
(Continued on page egiht.)
V or bay fever, ehtilh or cramp®,
One never
know® at Packard’s
Camps.
I hear you
What fish do we hiave?
ash,
Why, salmon, pickerel, perch
and
bias®.

HEALD POND CAMPS

SPRING FISHING
Will Soon Be Here
TH U

RANGELEY

LARES

AND

DEAD

RIVER

REGION

offers many attractions to the FISHERMEN. The num
erous Lakes, Ponds and Streams in this territory are
well stocked and a continuous supply of fish is provided
for by wise laws, well enforced. This region is easily
reached in one day from Boston.

Get one hooked and play him right,
And you’111 soon sue that ho can
. fight.
-At New York you can take a train
That will land you safe at Foxcroft,
Maine.

A&k for Stanley Anna®, and he will
take
You to the shore ctf Sebec Lake.
Board the steamer, don’t try to walk,
Capt. Coy will Land you at Packard’s
dock.
You will make no mistake by arranging for your SPRING
Then stop, stand and look about,
FISHING TRIP to any o f these waters. A descriptive booklet
And you’ll see the home of tine salwith good map, free on application.
(mon, trout.
Sebec Lake, Me.
F. N. BEAL,
General Manager,
Phillips, Maine.

'FRED HENDERSON, P r o p ,,

Jackman, Maine
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traveling men, those interested in a crew of wcrklmen are rushing work separated that they frequently never
<v Lumbering, etc., here the last ten on the boats and expects ■ to ha/ve get together again.
the OquO'SiSoc in the water tcrday and
days.
One evidence of our success is
Mrs. Abhie G. Poore of Andover, the boats will soon be making regu to be found in the fact that bills
I
Miss Mary P. Barker and Miss Ab- lar trips over the lake, stopping at were presented at the last session of
%
far
bie F. Carpenter of Portland, who all the camlP'S with mail and express-, the state legislature providing
BY FLY ROD
Of tilts
were called here on account of the and when the fishermen find the ice ten additional game farm®.
£
.............................. ........................... :* death of Mrs. H. T. Kimball spent is out they will be met at South number, we succeeded in getting two
Rangeley as usual and in quick time actually authorized.
t£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ > £ £ S '£ > > & ‘>SS?X?X'K*&*$
One of these
several days at this hotel.
across
the lake.
has already been established in Jef
chusetts” was the reason Mr. BulThe Tavern,
Miss Katherine Nice, the charming
W e are not going to
•It is time for the mail to close ferson county.
lc.ck gave me for not coming to Ran young lady from Pennsylvania, who
Rangeley, Me.,
be satisfied until we get at least ten.
geley last autumn. “Joe” has just is here for the winter, is having fine and I’ll continue this later,
May 3, 1915.
Fly Red.
farms.
The original farm at Sher
Saturday night, May 1, I came called to say, ‘ ‘all ready for the fishr sport with the young ladies in town,
burne us carrying a larger number of
back to Rangeley, “dear old Range- ing” and we htope to; have a big taking tramps to the woods' for May
breeders than ever before, and with,
ley,” in a snow storm.
As friends fish to record this evening.
flowers and to-day had gene up to
reasonable weather we should produce
greeted me at the station, ome re
But the Tavern guests net only had Dodge pond to watch the river driv
this year in the neighborhood of 50,marked, ‘‘tllie icie is out everywhere Rangeley smelts, fried crisp
a,nd ers send the logs down the stream.
000 eggs-.
The pheasant in New
but it is too cold for the fish; to bite, brown for Sunday morning breakfast, Mis® Nice plans to return to KenneYork state luas proved that it is the
don’t even ihiink they have found but Rangeley Lake salmon baked in bago in June where with friends she
right bird in the right place.
out the ice is out.”
cream for dinner.
There is a story will spend tire summer.
At
the
recent
meeting,
in
New
About 10
The pheasant net infrequently has
Yesterday it was a little warmer that goes with; the,fish.
i
in been accused of driving out the ruf*
On the train Saturday niiglit I met York City, of men interested
and this morning the thermometer o’clock Reed Ellis the popular man
ager of this hotel started off with Webb Boulton one cf the guides, who game propagation and protection, Mr. fed grouse, bait I want to say that I
registers 48 degrees above.
his
fishing rod over lias shoulder. At ihiad just come from Sebago
Lake. Harry T. Rogers delivered a practi have frequently had both species to
‘ ‘What about the fishing,” in fancy
I can hear the readers of the Maine the wharf lie pushed a boat iaito the With Oscar Parker at Parker’s camp cal, comprehensive address on the gether and I have never been able
We give his to find anything to justify this accu
Woods ask.
“ Why the fishing is- al water, took up the oars and let out at the mouth of Son go river they had subject above named.
sation.
On one occasion I put ele
lways good even if fish don’t bite,” his line, and commenced to troll a- been guiding for over a week Mr. comments on, this interesting topic:
The best answer I can make to ven pheasant eggs under a partridge
It was not half an and Mrs. R. Seldner cf Brooklyn, N.
but it is only fish facts related here. oross the cove.
Mrs. Ithe question, “ Are State Game Farms and slue hatched the pheasants and
As soon as the ice was out, the foot hour before the fisherman was back Y., who had great fishing.
That would seem
bridge in the cove wias crowded with, at the hotel with a handsome 4-pound Seldner took the salmon, and the Worth W hile?” is to call the atten brought theta up.
boys and men, each, with an old tin salmon that he hcoked and landed honors, too, for she not only cauglut tion of my hearers to the fact that to evidence t/he fact that the habits
the of both species are pretty much the
can of worms, a fish hook and line, without any help, and that is the rea pickerel and bass, but a 2-pound an an appropriation of $8,500
and those who watched the game, tell son Reed wore a smile and the guests trout, a 4-pound and a 5-pound sal New Ycrk State Game Farm at Sher same.
pro
(me ore than 100 little trout were of the hotel had baked salmon for mon, but had a good battle and great burne during the past 'season
On many game farms I think a
sport with a salmon that, weighed duced birds and eggs worth approxi mistake is made in not confining ef
hauled in, many of them hot above dinner.
The other lucky fishermen of the 11% pounds'.
Thais silver beauty she mately $50,000.
the 9-inch, limit.
forts to one species and sticking to
Each shipment of eggs made is ao, that for a number of years until the
Saturday night, the first fisherman day included Dr. Chas. Stuart, who is having mounted by W. D. Hinds
Mr. Seldner cannot tell ‘ cetmlpanied with, a blank which the various problems connected with its
Richard Bullock of Fitchburg, Mass., caught a 3-pound salmon near Green- in Portland.
with as much of a fish story as his wife, consignee is requested to return to breeding are worked out. There is
who has been an annual comer for vale and H. C. Riddle, who,
years, arrived and was met by Joe Hayden Huntoon, caught a 3-pound for he only caught a salmon of 4 the conservation commission, giving a decided tendency in many instan
as
to
blue number ces to jump from one thing to an
Lamb his old guide.
Mr. Bullock is sallmon, a 2-pound trout and a num pounds and a number of smaller information
This is only ones. With their old guides, Boulton, of
eggs
hatched,
the
number other without really bringing any
a Harvard man of 1915, and will ber cf smaller ones.
enjoy a fishing trip for two weeks, to prove there are trout and salmon and Parker, they plan to return to of birds raised to maturity and thing to a definite conclusion.
but although they trolled all day yes waiting to be caught, and by Wed “ The Barker” for several weeks lat the percentage liberated for stocking
We have ringnecks of both Chinese
terday it was “ fisherman’s luck,” as nesday there will be many a boat on er in the season..
purposes.
From the reports
thus |and English, ancestry on the farm at
Joe said “ nothing happens when the the lake, for the hotels and camps
sent in, it luas been found that near Sherburne, and we much prefer the
wind blows.”
“ I did not come to open and all are expecting the fisliThis morning Herman Huntoon, the ly seventy-five per cent of the eggs i Chinese.
We never use incubators,
Main for a hunting trip last fall, ermen as soon as it is a little warm guide, who luds- charge of H. P. sent out were hatched and that of but place all of cur setting hens in
but shot a handsome eight
point er.
to
Smith’s camp on the lake shore, wen this number about half of the birds individual coops with twenty
There (have been a good number of down to get everything in order for were brought to maturity and liber twenty-one eggs to a hen.
deer, and two "wild cats in Massa
We do.
Mr. Smith and party, who will come ated.
not use bantams at all for the simIt would seem conservative to as j pie reason that we can put twice
from Boston very scon.
The best box trap on the
Emery Haley has engaged for a sume from these figures •(that of the ; as many eggs under a hen of nor
market today.
year to guide Eugene Atwood of 31,744 eggs sent out during the past mal size.
You see, we have
to
Stonimgton, Conn., and leaves
for season) 11,500 birds were reared to make everything count in order to
Fore&tholme Camp, Kennebago, to imabuirity.
get as Large'results as possible.
day.
Estimating the value of these birds
Everything on our farm is movable.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Herrick
have at $3.00 each, it will be seen that [I try to arrange it so that our hens
gone down to Garret Hebert's camp the sum of $34,500 in actual value will go off with tlie-ir broods
one
to put everything in oroer for their has been added to blue state’s supply hundred at a time.
As soon as the
coming.
Dana Blodgett iis also put of game birds.
It is to be remetuv eggs are hatched the hen is allowed
Designed by an old experienced trapper, upon true scientific principles.
ting things in shape at R. L. Spott’s bered, however, that 5,000 birds were
mother her birds for two or three
Contains compartment for live bait. All working parts inside of trap.
camp and they are cotming from New reared at the'state game farm during days.
From, the third to the fifth
The trip action is adjustable to any desired tension.
York this month.
tile
year.
The
value
of
these,
$15,day
the
hen and brood are turned
G A T G t t ’ EM A L IV E A N D M A K E M O R E M ONEY
Harry E. Pickford opens his camps 000, added to the value of
birds loose and are absolutely unrestricted
on May 10, and if the road's between reared by sportsmen and farmers in their wanderings.
here and Phillips are passable for from eggs, gives us a to^al nearly
The only time during the year that
B © X W, ©flK PARK, ILL.
an automobile, New York parties will $50,000 that can conservatively be es we pen our birds is during the breed
come in their touring car the first timated as having been produced on ing season in May and June.
of the week.
The guests will find an appropriation of $8,500. We have
Our game farm contains only 200
many improvements at
Pilckford’s lived strictly within our appropriation
acres.
Our birds last year averaged
Camps, and if possible the place and all expenses in connection with
about fifty-five eggs apiece.
(tnore beautiful and attractive than the farms, including additions and im
During the first week of the pheas
ever.
provements, have been'paid out of it.
In my opinion, the most practical ant chick's life we feed boiled eggs to
a considerable extent, but not as
One cf the long talked of and what way of restocking a state with game
much as English and Scotch game
birds
is
through
the
distribution
of
will surely be a popular bluing for
I will also mention the
That there is; a real demand keepers do.
this region a “ Girls’ Camp,”
now eggs.
fact
that
we
do
not feed nearly as
promises to be a sure thing.
Miss fc,i eggs in this state is evidenced,
much wet food as the foreign game
S. M. Soule has decided to open I think by the fact that we receiv
keepers, our object being to get on
her fine place, St. Barnabas Camp, ed during tl}e post season, requests
dry food as soon as possible.
We
for
more
than
125,000.
We
estimate
on the shore of Rangeley lake, for
feed
three
times
a
day
and
gradually
a girls’ camp, and in a few days wfill that, during blue time the farm has
cut the feeding down to two.
As
have plans complete.
Thtiis beauti been in existence, we have taught
our birds, are unrestricted in their
ful spot is only 2% miles by water nearly 3000 people luc.w to rear pheas
movements, tihey secure a great deal
and 3 males by broad -highway from ants successfully, and a most pleas
been o? natural food.
Rangeley village and Will be the idea ing feature of cur work has
girls’ camp for Maine. Miss Soule us the increasing percentage of appli The rimgneck is not infrequently
now ready to correspond with part cants who are criming to us * from accused cf being injurious to crops.
ies and the New York arid Philadel year to year for eggs, thus evidenc In his defense permit me to cite
phia young ladies who are fortunate ing the fact that t4ie y are achieving this incident:
Last year I had determined to put
enough to be one of blue party are .success and broadening their efforts.
An important, feature of the work up a fence to keep my bird's off ten
to be congratulated.
that the state game farm does lies acres of cabbage that my next door
in
the fact that it distributes
its neighbor was attempting to raise.
Ed Lowell, the game warden, w.hlo
makes- this hotel his headquarters in birds in July and August, when they When I told ham of my plans he told
winter was here for over Sunday. He are not fully matured and when they toe that he was willing to take the
■reports that at ail of blue resorts a are more likely to settle in the coun risk and tluat I need not build a
Well, my birds stayed with
good summer's business is expected. try in which they are liberated than fence.
those
cabbages
all right, but
they
if
they
are
turned
loose
in
the
spring
This morning Ed ‘ ‘hit the trail” and
is now, no doubt on the way for the just prior to blue tim-e of incubation. bent all their energies toward des
Under the latter conditions, it has troying a moth that was very des
Canadian border.
Capt. Oluas. Hamlin of flue Range- been found that birds start to roam tructive to the cabbage.
ley Lakes Steamboat Company with immediately and become s-o widely
We were unable to find in a single
instance evidence of harm done to
this crop by the birds. On the other
hand, they apparently saved it from
destruction, as there was a pest of
Young
w om en
g o ing
to
the moth that year in our neighbor
B oston to w o rk or s tu d y ,
hood and nearly all the surrounding
a n y la d y go in g to B oston fo r
p le a s u re or on a shop p in g
cabbage crops were badly damaged.
JalL
*
t r ip w it h o u t m a le e s c o rt w ill
i
‘ ,
hvsh , - ,
hi
J
A potato field on another boundary
fin d th e
of our farm was well attended to by
Franklin Square
our birds, and our neighbor 'did not
have to use any Paris green what
House
ever.— Sportsmen’s Review.
a d e lig h tfu l place to stop. A
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Fly Rod s Note Book

ARE GAME FARMS
WORTH WHILE?

LIVE ANIMAL TRAP

TRAPPERS SUPPLY COMPANY

Are You Coming

To Maine This Summer
Many more are coming this year than evfer
before.
Our Information Bureau tells you where to
go and how to get there
absolutely free of charge.

Write today and make
sure of accommodations.

Maine Information Bureau

Phillips, - Maine

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON ?

H o m e - H o t e l in th e h e a r t of
B oston e x c lu s iv e ly fo r w o 
m en .
630 room s, s a fe , c o m 
fo r ta b le c o n v e n ie n t o f access,
p rices re a s o n a b le .
Fo r p a r
t ic u la r s and p ric e s address

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11 E. Newton St.. Boston, Mass.

Every Issue of Maine Woods Car
ries a Fresh

W hiff

T re e State, w ith

it.

of
W hy

the

Pine

Not Sub

scribe and Get a Steady Breeze All!>
the Year.
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RAINBOW TROUT
IN PRIVATE POND

Y o u r P o c k e t-K n ife , the Best
T o b a cco -C u ttin g M achine
B ec a u se it c u ts th e to b acco off th e p lu g as you use it
— in su rin g y o u fresh to b acco for e v e ry pipeful. R eal to 
b a cc o flav o r depends u p o n th e le a f b ein g p reserv ed in its
n a tu ra l s ta te , possible o n ly b y p re ssin g th e leaves into plu g
form a n d k eep in g it in b y c o v e rin g it w ith a n a tu ra l leaf
w ra p p e r. T h e n a tu ra l fla v o r a n d s tre n g th o f tobacco
escap e w h e n c u t o r g ra n u la te d .
T a k e a P lu g o f Sickle th a t is e v en th o ro u g h ly dried o u t
so th a t w h e n y o u w h ittle it off it c ru m b les into dust, b u t it
w ill b u m a n d sm oke sm o o th a n d cool a s it h a s all o f its o rig 
in a l to b acco fla v o r p reserv ed , u n e v a p o ra te d in P lu g F o rm .
W h ittlin g a pipeful is little trouble, am p ly rep aid
in b o th q u a lity a n d q u a n tity . T r y this ex p erim en t an d
ju d g e fo r yourself.
#

3 Ounces

Slice it as
you use
it

10c

says:

“The conditions under which the
Sharon reservation is maintained are
open to critic ism. Tlie state’s ac
tivities are so completely interming
Dr. Heber Bishop Propagates Beau led with the private business: of Dr.
Field, whose sister own© the land
tiful Species in Maine.
used for the state reservation as to
render satisfactory administration im
possible.
We recommend that the
The Boston Globe of recent date
station at Sharon' be discontinued and
gave the following account:
all of the state’s property transfer
“5FTiends of Dr. Heber Bishop were
red to the reservation at Norfolk.”
given their first glimipse yesterday of
The report urges an improvement
a California rainbow trout trans
planted to New England waters and in accounting methods and recom
in
successfully propagated.It was a* mends that tlie chief deputy
beautiful fish, too.
When Dr. Bishr charge of the enforcement of the
op unwrapped it the colors radiated fish and game laws snculi actually
and sparkled, which supported
the superintend the work of the state
doctor’s statement that “ it
fairly deputies, instead of >jeupying a desk
glowed when taken from the water.” at the state house.”
Francis X. “pyrrol is chairman of
This fish is known scientific ally as
a Salmo Iridis (Rooseveltii). In 1911 the commission on economy and ef
Ex-President Roosevelt got some eggs ficiency, of which the other members
from the West and sent them to tlie are Thomas W. White and Russell
Wyethsville, Va., hatchery. In No A. Wood.
vember, that year, lie sent 2000 of
thetai to Dr. Bishop and they were
planted in his private pond at tlie
head of Clearwater Lake near Far
mington, Me.
At different times he caught some
of eight, 12 and 15 inches.
Last
year he lost sight bf them entirely.

A

GASOLENELESS

AUTO

T R IP

The path of the autoist is not al
ways strewn, with roses. Sometimes
it is gasoleneless and muddy, and
P is then that a “ kingdom for a
One of these young men is an

! stump, hut the b’ar is ten times raor
CLIMBING A
afraid of you, and take® no chances
on an introduction.
It is of course,
MOUNTAIN j impossible
not to linger awhile in
I this b’ar section, and gather the big,
high ns

Nothing Like It, Except the Descent Iluscious berries, from trees as

J your head, or the light blue berry
There is nothing like it— excep j from the low bush at your feet,—
the descent, of course!
Just imag ! hut the “ call” is ever— “ on, on to
ine yourself, about five feet ten ! the sum m it'” Tbrcugfh. dense, swamp
inches high, gazing up at a hillock on forest regions where great mo-nareibs
ly six thousand feet liigh! Why, you i of the forest lie rotten and dead afeel so small you cannot help wond cross your path, over mossy carpets,
ering if you are still “ on the map,” soft and springy, or slimy bogs, into
but you experience a far different tlie dark woods where the sunbeams
feeling when you stand on the sum wander like lost souls, and the fall
mit of a grey-tipped mountain—the of cascades is like music to the ear;
valley below, merely a picturesque still higher up, leaving tine fine big
dot on the land soap e;
the
great trees far below, and the wiry, slend
mountain you have climbed, merely er sentinel trees, growing in unex
a convenient standing-ground; your pected places, far behind; on and
self a mighty surveyor of earth and up, to the disimail thicket of spruces,
rummy, dwarfed, and impenetrable.
sky!
One
is tempted to remember Darwin
“ Up up,” breathes the wind that
and his theories, and revert for the
smites the peaks!
The siren voice
o f the waterfall, the ever-gushing time being to those ages long past
stream, the velvety moss and scraggy when man possessed the wild animal
instincts, and conquered everything
steeps welcome the wanderer as in
in his path; only such an indomita
days o f old.
ble will gets a body safely through
At tlie first peep o ’ dawn, it is
the. hostile army of spruces, and up
glorious fun to begin the ascent of
to the craggy heights; a leap from
a mountain.
The first thing
one
boulder to boulder, many falls and
hears from the guide, is— “ b’ars live
many uprisings, with renewed deter
round here m ostly.”
Your
heart
mination, till the grand and glorious
leaps as you look twice at every dark
summit is reached. Crater-like open
ings in the granite ledges, crumbling
rocks and grey desolation,-—can this
SANDY RIVER RANGELEY
be the height of one’s aspirations in
climbing up the mighty mountain?
LAKES RAILROAD
Beyond and around, in the infinite
blue of a boundless sky, and tlie
TIME TABLE
misty lights of the earth
below,
where lakes of silvery hue, and riv
In Effect May 6, 1915
ers, like shimmering ribbons, wind
FARM IN GTON —Passenger trains leave Farm in and out of the shadows1
— in all
ington fo r Phillips. Rangeley. King-field and B igthis panorama of water, woods, and
slow at 5:15 P. M-. and fo r Phillips at 12:07 P. M.
so vast, yet so simple, lies
Passenger trains arrive from Phillips at 6:55 A . sky,
M., and from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at the mysterious power that draw® the
2-10 P. M.
summit.
Mixed train arrives at 9:35 A . M., and leaves at mountain climber to the
11:00 P. M.
Back to the forest primeval,—ah, on
STRONG—Passenger trains leave fo r Farming- ly
the mountain climber feels the
ton at 6:23 A. M. and 1:37 P. M., fo r Phillips at
true
greatness of living; he alone
12:37 P. M., and fo r Phillips and Rangeley at 5:46
P. M., and fo r Kingfield and Bigelow at E:50 P. M. surveys the broad ear tlx like a king,
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at 12:37
overlooking Ms realms. The forest
P. M. and 5:46 P. M-, from B igelow at 1:25 P. M..
from Rangeley at 1'37 P. M.. and from Phillips at allures the wanderer, but the migh
6:23 A. M. and 1:37 P. M.
ty mountain peak conquers the very
M ixed train arrives from Phillips at 8:45 A . M.,
homage,
trom Rangeley at 10:35 A . M. and from Kingfield soul of man, and renders
at 8:10 A .M . *
- ^ only to the infinite sky.
Mixed train leaves fo r Phillips at 1:45 P. M., for
The descent of a mountain is a
Farmington at 8:45 A . M., fo r B igelow at 9:00 A.
M ., and fo r Phillips and Rangeley at 12:01 P. M.
return from the ethereal to
the
PH ILLIPS—Passenger trains leave fo r Farm earthly, and lacks the inspiration of
ington at 6:00 A. M. and 1:15 P. M .t fo r Rangeley
tlie upward climb.
Standing upon
at 6:13 P. M.
Passenger trains arrive from Farm ington at 12:55 the lowland, once again, there
is
P. M. and 6:08 P. M.. from Rangeley at 1:05 P. M.
only
one
regret
in
the
heart
of
the
Mixed trains leave fo r Farm ington a t 7:30 A . M.,
mountain climber, the
realization
Rangelev at 1:20 P. M., Strong 10:15 A .
Mixed trains arrive from Rangeley at 10:00 A . M., that he lias left his greatness(?) far,
from Strong at 12:2J> P. M., and from Farmington
far above on tlie summit,, and in
at 2:15 P. M.
R A N G E L E Y —Passenger train leaves fo r Farm humility of spirit lie wends his way
ington at 11:25 A. M., and arrives from Farming- back to camp.

&

ton at 7:50 P. M.
Mixed train arrives from S trong at 3:45 P . M.,
and leaves at 7:30 A. M.

SA LE M —Passenger train leaves at 1:00 P. M.
fo r Farmington and arrives at 6:15 P. M.
K IN G F IE LD —Passenger train leaves fo r B ige
low at 9:00 A . M, and 6:38 P. M., fo r Farmington
at 12:40 P. M.
BIGELOW —Passenger train leaves fo r Farm
ington at 10:50 A , M.. and arrives from Farm ington at 7:28 P. M ., from Kingfield at 10:00 A . M.
F . N. B E A L , General M anager

Announcing the Arrival.

Three-year-old Artnur’s mother re
cently commenced taking piano les
sons. Arthur was much interested in
everything the teacher said and did,
and when he saw her coming the sec
ond time he ran into the house an
nouncing, “ Oh, mamma, here comes
that one, two, three.”

CALIFORNIA RAINBOW TROUT TAKEN BY DR. HEBER BISHOP AT
CLEARWATER’ LAKE.
This t shewed that they had
gone
over the dam into Clearwater Lake.
Last Saturday Dr. Bishop went down
for'a fishing trip to Harmony Ledge,
his home at the head of the lake,
ard in th© pool formed by the dam,
threw out Ms line.
f
It was then that lie caught tlie
fish he exhibited yesterday. It gave
him a great fight and it was fully
three-quarters of an hour before he
got it anywhere near the net. The
fish is 19 inches long and weighed 4
pounds.
He caught another 5%
pounds and 22 inches Icing that is
being mounted for the museum at
Augusta.
The fish has a small head with
beautifully colored oplcals.
There
is a rainbow bar from tlie gills to tlie
tail along the median line, with sal
mon markings along the back and
half way down the sides. There is
an irridesicent purple, white and pink
belly.
It makes delicious eating.
This fish lias brought its Western
habits with if, for instead of spawn
ing in the full like our trout and sal
mon, it does it in the spring.
It
was trying to get back over ’the dam
Into the pond for this purpose wihen
caught.
For that reason Dr. Bish
op states that a law will have to be
passed to protect it so that it may
not be caught at least before June
1.
This will' give if time to spawn
and then it will add another splen
did specimen to the Maine fish. As
the two caught showed a growth of
four and five pounds in four years
p is proof that they can 'be propa
gated here successfully and grow to
larger size.

horse” would be a mere bagatelle,
as it were.
Two well known Lew
iston young men found themselves in
a bartering mood near Rumford June
tion on a rainy Saturday night about
six hourj* after dark.
It was at an
hour when all decent minded liorsejeekeys were getting their
beauty
sleep and the walking was simply
punk.
autoist-owner, driver and all
that
sort of thing yer know.
The other

is not.
That is to say, he was not
but since liis little trip down from
Boston the other night, he is strong
on the weak points of autoing. He
also knows something about gasolene
end its relation to the auto. He says
an auto without gasolene is like a
fall in a dream because it comes so
sudden, and then again one never
knows just where he will find him
self when hie wakes up.
Being a guest cf a well meaning
host who had already ‘ proven
hi®
loyalty to the cause just out of
Portsmouth, by carrying a
'fivegallon can full of gasolene one mile
to hds thirsty car, his language was
less potent than it otherwise would
have been, wihen it was finally de
cided to pedestrianize six miles of
muddy country road in a drizzling
rain.
From Boston, he had phoned
his wife that he was “ coming through
by auto” and would be home at about 8 o’clock.
He bad
"come
through” only to Rumford Junction
and it was nearly midnight and six
miles to walk.
How could he ever
convince liiis wife that it ‘was gas
olene and not enough of that, that
F ISH they got in Portsmouth ? How would
W O U L D A B O L IS H MASS.
she know that he had hot walked
A N D GAM E C O M ’ N.
all the way from Boston?
The car
was at Rumford Junction just where
The substitution of a single fish
the gasolene left it, and that could
and game comimiissioner for the pres
not be offered as evidence—it was
ent board of three commissioners of
an exhibit sure enough, but Wasn’t
Massachusetts is recommended
by
His only
the commission on) efficiency
and available for home- use.
proof was hols host and the host had
economy, in a report submitted to
troubles of his own.
Yes indeed.
the governor and council and the
It
is
all
over
now—that
is except
legislature Tuesday.
The report
charges that the admin iistration of the lameness from ‘'hiking,” but both
the fish and game department ha® men have resolved never again to
been lax, that no ooimprehensive pol attempt to auto through from Bos
icy lias been adopted, that the cost j ton without plenty of gasolene. And
No
of the farms and fish, hatcheries, has they speak from experience.
been excessive and that the expense kidding.—Lewiston Sun.
accounts o f the commissioners have
contained improper items’.
The commission criticizes the rel
ations of George W. Field, chairman
of the fish and game comission, with
the management of the state game
reservation at Sharon.
Th/e report
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SEBAG0 LAKE AND
THEREABOUT
The Lover of fish and game for
which tine state is noted will find in
jSebago Lake the first field for ex
ercise of his special hobby. •' Witlilin
seventeen miles of Portland it hard
ly seems possible that so complete a
change of scene can occur.
Sebago
surprises the city dweller who thinks
that one must travel great distances
to find wholly natural condition®, for
here, within: four hours of Boston or
eleven of New York, are a® wild en
vironment and fin® game fishing as
can anywhere be found.
This lake, sixteen mile® long and
about six miles wide, covers an area
of nearly one hundred square miles.
From it are taken sojme of the larg
est and gamest fresh water fish—among them the unrivaled landlocked
salmon, regarded by many a® tlie
most acrobatic quarry sought by ang
lers.
Many have been taken from
the waters of Sebago as high
as
eighteen pounds in weight; the aver
age being from six to fifteen pounds.
A local guide tells of a new “ sport”
—the invariable term used by Maine
guides to describe their employers—
who hooked a fish. “ You’ve got one,”
said the guide as the flash of molten
silver sprung from the far end of the
line.
The “ sport” looked back, saw
the repeated Wild leaps of the Splen
did catch and said “ No, I’ve got
three fish.”
Sebago offers the first fishing of
the year. When “ the ice is out’” tel
egraphic word is flashed over the
country notifying anglers that some
of the best fishing of the year i® avadiable.
This early angling neces
sitates warm clothing, and the big
log fire which adds charm when the
day’s sport is over.
The majority
of the best Sebago resorts and camps
are open to receive early enthusiasts,
and furnish .excellent accommoda
tions.
Although the salmon of Se.
bago Lake are caught all
tlurouglii
summer, and occasional big fish even
in August, the seeker after the best
sport in these waters should be here
when the ice goes out.
In mid-sea
son tile special angling attraction is
tlie black bass, of small mouth var
iety.
Brook trout have been placed
in these waters by tlie state in large
numbers for several years and catches
up to five pounds are being made.
North from Sebago Lake and al
most equally good for angling, espec
ially for black bass, iis Long Lake, a
natrrow, interesting water, on
the
shores of which are Naples and Har
rison, two popular summer resorts.
From Naples a delightful coaching
ttrip can be made through to the
White Mountain resorts.
Between these two lakes steamers
make their way through Songo Riv
er, immortalized by Longfellow, and
not lies® well knofwn as “ the crookede-st river in the world.” This trip
is itself well worth taking, not alone
for the beauty cf the scenery but
for the experience, unique to many,
of passing through the lock® of a
canal.
About forty miles northward and
accessible from Fryeburg station, on
the Mountain Division is famous Lake
Kezar, which, during the past ten
years, has achieved a prominent pos
ition among the leading angling re
sorts of the state.
Kezar is within
seven hours of Boston and fourteen of
New York.
It is flanked to the
west and north: by the White Moun
tain range, wooded with pine, bal
sam and hardwoods to the water’s
edge, and i)s accessible by excellent
automobile roads.
The lake i® ten Imiles jn length
and varies from one to two miles in
widtin.
From its level tlie entice
Presidential Range of the 'White
Mountains can be seen. Many small
tributary brooks
furnish
breeding
ground and refuge for the game fish.
The landlocked salmon here attain
over fourteen pounds in weight; the
state game and fish commissioners
report that this lake is peculiarly
well adapted to the propagation of
landlocked salmon, which have been
steadily on the increase since their
introduction.
They are taken in
largest numbers soon after the ice
leaves the lake; the average weight
is about seven pounds.
Trolling is
the custom in early spring, followed
by fly-fishing and still-fi®Mng in Sep
tember which attracts men from all
part® of th ft country.
Kezar Lake Is famous also for its
superb black bass.
The average
size of these fish is about two
(Continued on page seven).
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Orange, N. J., lias his rods all cov
Rangeley Tavern,
ered with a new coat of varnish,
Rangeley,
Maine,
pa^ea • ............................. .
f 1.00 per ye ir
waiting for Ms arrival.
Also those
May 7, 1910.
LOCAL EDITION
(8 acid 16 paxes .. ............................ S1.56 per year
Th,ere hia® been an unusual number of E. Ledeliey of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sti'b- of guests this week and
it seems Many are the changes that have com
s jeipcion 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
to the Rangeleys since Ed, as a lad
like the good bid summer time.
f cents extra.
The new corners are ail much first caught a* treut frojm these wat
twite red as second class matter. January 21.
Life lias taught hard wonderful)
pleased
with this, attractive
and ers.
t9(>5. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
t ne Act of March 3. 1879,
homelike hotel, which i® fast becom lessons of charity, and no one can
ing well known.
A party of New spend an hour talking with him and
Tua Ma ne Woods thoroughly covers the entire
Yorkers,
who
c-Tne
this week
for not realize that When we come to
state ot Maine as to Hunting. Trapping, Campfold cur hands for the last
time,
i ng and Onting news, and the Franklin county their first trip to the Rangeley® are
the
lo sally.
much pleased, with the place. They and answer to the call of
Maine Woods solicits communications and fisb
are Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Mackinnon ‘Isiiemt boatman” we can take only
and game photographs from ts readers.
and
daughter, the good we have dene with us, the
When ordering the adireas o f your paper and son, R. A. Jr.,
changed, please give t i e old aa weil as new Miss Marjorie Mackinnon and Mrs. gold must _all be left behind.
address.
Mackinnon’® sister, Miss E. L. Hay
One of the tilings that prove the
den.
Eben Hamden j® their guide
coming summer will
bring many
T H U R S D A Y , M A Y 6, 1915.
and as they plan to remain for a
People from the city to this most
number of weeks. They will no doubt
attractive part of Maine, is the de
have good fishing and see this coun
mand already made for cottages.
try in all its June beauty.
The very fine camp just
below
Last night Mr. Ellis received a Pick ford's Camps built for the sum
letter from the great-great grand mer home of the Ludeke
family,
daughter of Squire Rangeley,
the which was also closed last season,
Ex-Congressman Dies in New York Englishman, who so many years ago
has been leased by Mr®.
Elizabeth
came to this then vast wilderness! Ludeke to Mrs. Harry Lane E-no of
Hospital, Following a Surgi
that now is known the world over by Princeton, N. J., Who with her ser
cal Operation.
iris name.
'Mi's® Nellie W. Range- vants comes in June for the sum
ley lives in Lynchburg, Penn., and mer.
Charles Edgar Littlefield, former
may this summer visit the home of
It is understood “ Manasikootu-k,’
representative in
Congress
from
her ancestors.
the beautiful island in the RangeMadne, died in a hospital in New
Edward Ledeliey of Brooklyn. N. ley Lake owned by F. S. Dickson,
York May 2, following an operation.
Y., who with Mrs. Ledeliey have sp-en: formerly of Philadelphia is for sale.
Mr. Littlefield was a Repuiblcan an
a number of seasons at the RangeFrancis Sihaw of Wayla-nd, Mass.,
took an active and able part in
ley Lake House, but last year was it is said, will spend the summer in
State and national politics.
in Europe, and among the thousands the land of Evangeline, and
not
Mr. Littlefield was speaker of the
who were glad to reach
America, open his cottage before autumn.
Maine House of Representatives in
came Wednesday night to stay here
Mrs. S. Wheatland of Salem, Mass,
1887-9 and attorney general 1889 to
until June first, when they will go has been on, a trip to California, but
1893.
As chairman of the
State
Ito the big hotel to remain
until plans in, June to open her cottage
delegation to the Republican NationOctober.
Mr. Ledeliey can tell good on the lake shore.
a.1 Convention in St. Louis in 1896 he
war as well as filsh stories.
Wm. P. Mason, and family of
presented the name of Thomas B.
Frederick Skinner, the well known Brooklyn, N. Y., wild not remain long
Reed, speaker of the National House
Boston angler lias engaged rooms at in the city after the roads are pass
for the presidential nomination.
this hotel and is expected this able r the automobile.
He was one of the most popular
week.
and convincing campaign speakers in
Monday 'night When over 20 guests
Many will remember Col.
John
the country.
Since his retirement
ca,me, they were ail greatly inter Caswell of Nelw York, wluo- distin
from public and political life
Mr.
ested to know when tlhie pair of sal guished himself by the hunting trip
Littlefield bias had a law
practice
mon, one 3% pounds, th e it h e r %x/2 he made in the jungles of Africa,
and was recognized as one of the
bringing back Tsome of the best spec
leading lawyers of the country. He pounds, that were here in ahe office
were caught, and who was the lucky imens of the Wild animal® now seen
has on several occasions spoken at
angler.
That afternoon Reed Ellis in the national musieum., Roosevelt
campaign rallies in Phillips.
thought lie would accept Dr. Stuart’s followed the route taken by the Col
Many people in Maine will feel a
it was also the Colonel, who
invitation to drep the book and Ln onel.
personal sorrow in- the death of Hon.
less than two hours, came back with with great skill brought to net the
C. E. Littlefield.
He is survived by
the pair of salmon and Dr. Stuart largest trout ever taken on a fly
a widow, one son and a daughter.
a
had a 3-pounder.
That explains wib„ with a 2-ounce rod, arid man£
“Rangeley salmcn baked in cream” record trout and salmon from these
waters, duiring the la®t two summers
was on the menu to-day.
Richard Bullock, the
Fitchburg, j which he spent at Rangeley.
Mass,, sportsman, with Jce Lamb his
Now CoL Caswell is fighting fer
guide, can tell a good story about ' the Allies, for he went over to France
“ that big salmon that got
away,” j and offered Ms services, and re
George St. Pierre, the Waldo street
but has not brought in “ a record” ceived an officer’s commission. May'
barber of Rumford, had nn exciting
the war end and the Colonel be web
<?
adventure with a black bear, dur- yet.
D. E. Miner of DeLamd, Fla., who corned back to this region
before
_.g a fishing trip at Garland pond
i® to, take charge of the golf links the sumlmer is past.
recently.
lAis be stepped off a log,
for the Rangeley Lakes Hotel C*>.,
he saw, crouched in the underbruslr,
reached here last night, accompanied
Lewis York of York Camps, Loon
a huge black bear.
M,r. St. Pierre
by
his
son
and
daughter.
Lake
was in town this morning and
had no gun and net even a knife.
Each morning little 10-y ear-old said lie was to open inks camps next
He looked the bear steadily in the
from IMonday and tT at lie never has made
eyes and began to back away. The Miss June Ellis drives down
bear looked at St. Pierre and also Lake View Farm to go to school, so many engagements before and if
turns half those wiho had written came, lie
began to back away.
At a respec and when she reaches here
the
horse
around,
fastens
the
reins i should have to build more camps to
table distance, the bear turned and
and says, ‘‘Maud you go right back accommodate them.
ran into the woods.
to the farm,” and alone the know
A letter from friends at Upper
W. H. Cook, C. E. B. Walker, C. ing animal returns, often passing a
way. Dam tellLs me that the first boat
N. Perkins and Jcihn H. DeOrsay of train or automobile on the
Waterville have returned from a fish Soimetimes Mr. Ellis will want some made a trip over to Bemis April 29,
mg
■> to Brass.ua.
They report thing, but is too busy to leave, so and its now (making the regular trips
he will call one of the hoys by tel bringing passengers, mail and ex
ed that they had fine luck.
and press.
Chief Gafine Warden F. E. Jorgen ephone here at the Tavern
Saturday nigliit a party from Lynn,
sen of Northern Aroostook
county tell them what it i® and say, ‘T il
repojrts tQ the office of the commis send Maud after it,” and it will not Mass., and others are expected for
sioners of inland fisheries and game be long before the team is here wait tlieir usual spring fisliiing.
The water in Mooselookmeguntic
the payment of a fine and costs of ing at the door, and when wlnat is
$40 by Gasper Costs of Oxbow, cn wanted has been put in tine wagon lake is very low, only 13 feet high
This makes
April 30, for killing and having in and Maud receives the kind word, a full, head is 21 feet.
the
his possession one deer on July 5, “ now go right back to the farm, it very hard for any except
father is in a hurry,” tine old horse re smaQil boats to brake the landings.
1914.
turns, and often passes a friend on
Capt. Coburn has everything
in
A successful fisherman is Melvin the road, who understands why she order for the first fishermen and is
Simmons of Augusta, who recently is making the trip without a driver.
making daily trips with his motor
returned from' a trip to Lake Cobboat from Middle to Upper Dam.
bosseeccintee with a six-pound trout.
It was raining hiard the other
morning wihlen I called at the rod
Tuesday I went over to tile Ran
As handsome a bunch-^af fish as shop of Ed T. Hoar, the “ guide and geley Lake House, where I was welwas ever seen in Waterville was on philosopher,” and had a pleasant edmed and spent a pleasant hour.
disjp' y in a Main, street store win hour's chat.
The new shop just
J. B. Marble, Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
dow recently.1 Two- of the salmon below Rowe’s store hia® not
been Marble and sou, Carroll Marble with
would weigh, over 10 pound®.
Th(ey finished but soon will be.
Ed was a crew of more than 30 are fast put
were caught at Snow pond, Sunday, busy Winding a rod, but stopped to ting everything in tlie hotel
and
by Roscoe Paine and Frank Robin show me several very
handsome about the place in order for the
son.
handmade rods, that he litas ocfrn- opening which is on June first.
pleted, one a little beauty, 2 y2 ounce
■Several new bathrooms, painting,
Two trout caught at Lake Cobboss- split bamboo fly rod.
There was papering, etc., have improved
the
eeeontee by J. E. Coolly of Hal lew- also a fine trolling rod made for house, while outside over 100 Shade
ell weighed iV2 pounds, and 4% lbs., G. W. Fofwier of Washington, D. C., trees are being planted, the sidewalk
respectively. This maike® eight trout who will soon return for the summer and roads repaired, etc. The vnew
Mr. Conlly hia® landed this season.
days.
Ja®. E. Reynolds of
East boathouse 45 by 90 Wlhiitcfh the Ran
OUTING EDITION

DEATH OF C. E.
LITTLEFIELD

NOTES FROM
ALL AROUND

geley Motor Boat Club have built on
the shore near the old boathouse, all
add to the place.
The golf links now in charge of
Mr. Minor, a professional from Flor
ida will be greatly improved.
Mr. and Mbs. H. M- Burrows and
family will open Ratigemere
next
week.
“ We have every prospect of all
the business we can do this season,
for daily a large number of applica
tions are being received not
cntly
from our former guests, but from
those who wish to come for the
first time,” was the reply I received
wthien I asked about tine
summer,
and alt know that if one cince comesto this faftnou® summer hotel they
are sure to be delighted and come
again.
“‘What is the weather in Rangeley, tell us more about it?” is the
question asked by letters
received
every miadill.
Well, we have been having
for
the last few days a much needed
train.
True, the Rangeley Lake is
up to the usual spring mark,
but
the other lake® are very law.
The roads are not yet in shape
for the automobiles to come
from
Phillips, but they come and go daily
frolm Oquossctc.
Tlie season is much earlier than
usual, one proof is that on
April
5, Dr. F. B. Colby took a quick Spin
by auto over the ice across
the
Lake and cn April 15 Went by road
to Mountain View, just a
month
earlier than last year.
We have no doubt but what the
fishing will, be good as soon as it
is a little wajrmer and tlie fishermen
who are expected at all the hotel®
will arrive before this Maine Woods
reaches its readers.
Fly Rod.
O B ITU A R Y .

The demise of Mrs. Henry T. Kim
ball .which took place Tuesday, April
27, marks the passing of' one of the
oldest members of our community.
Sarah T. Kimball was born in
Rangeley 80 years ago last December
tlie daughter of David and Betsey
Toothaker Hoar and was third in a
family of 12 children.
Her paternal
grandparents were the first settlers
of Rangeley and her grandparents on
her mother's side were among the
earliest settlers of this village.
Sixty years ago this next Septem
ber she became the wife of Henry
T. Kimball and of this union
six
children were bom, four of them
“ going home” in early childhood. Of
the two children living to mature
years, the daughter Ella,
beloved
wife of Capt. F. C. Barker was call
ed to rest about 21 years ago. This
last sorrow seemed almost too great
for her to bear and affected iter
health.
Mrs. Kim bail was a woman
of

sterling worth and fine character,
and ever regarded her home ties a®
most sacred.
For many years Mr. Kimball was
proprietor of the Green vale
House
and later Mt. View House, and aimon
the patrons of the hotels Mrs. Kim
ball made many friends by her " indus-try, ever seeking to contribute
tv the comfort of the guests.
About 23 years ago Mr. and Mrs.
Kimball retired to private life and
have since resided in the village.
About three years ago Mrs. Kim
ball suffered from a shock and since
that time has required care nearly
all of the time.
Besides a large
circle of friends both among j the
older and younger members of the
community, much sympathy is felt
fo- the eon, Harry V., a grand
daughter, Mrs. Ray Hamden, to
whom she stood almost as a mother,
and 'her son-in-law, Capt. F. C.
Barker between whom there has al
ways existed the most kindly rela
tions-.
Tlie life companion has since
passed away, surviving her by loss
than a week, the end coming peace
fully Monday evening.
Two sisters,
Mrs. Deborah Peary and Mrs. Ph-eobe
Abbott ar.d four brothers,
Daniel,
Wm. T., Edward T., and David also
survive.
Funeral services were held fro(m
her late heme, Rev. H. A. Childs of
ficiating.
The four brothers acted
as bearers.
Interment was at Ever
green cemetery.
Among tlie floral tributes
which
testified to the high esteem in wh-ic-li
she was held were the following:
Pinks and roses, Mr. and Mrs. David
Hoar; carnations, Mrs. Addle Rich
ardson, Miss Prudence Richardson,
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Rowe, Mr. and
Mrs. H. O. Huntoon, Mr. and Mrs.
G. A. Proctor, Mr. and Mrs. A. H.
Sprague, Mr. and Mrs.- E. T. Hoar,
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Whitney, Margar
et and Howard, Mr. and Mrs. H. G.
Riddle, Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Marchetti;
floral wreath, Mr. and Mrs. Amos
Ellas,* Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Rowe, Mr.
and Mrs. Leslie Abbott;
daffodils,
Ladies' Aid society; cal la liilies, Mr.
and Mrs. H. A. Furbish, Mr. and Mrs.
W. E. Tibbetts;
floral
pillow,
“ mother,” family; pinks and roses,
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Haley; magnolia
wreath with roses, Mr. and Mrs. I.
W. Mitchell; tulips, Miss Maude
Soule; white roses, Miss Annie Fog
arty; May flowers and pinks, Miss
Abby Carpenter, Miss Mary Barker,
Mrs. Abby Poor; caUa lilies, Mr. and
Mrs. E. B. Herrick, Mr. and Mrs. W.
E. Patterson, Mr. and Mrs. F. C.
Porter, Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Kempton,
Mr. ard Mrs. N. S. Albee, Mr. and
Mrs. S. B. MeCard, Mf. and Mrs. H.
B. MeCard, Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Ellis,
Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Hinkley, Mrs.
Ann Toothaker, Mrs. Lucy H ink ley,
Mrs. Geneva Dunham, Mrs. t Bert
Toothaker, Mrs. C. H. Neal and Max
well.

j

A coffee that positively delights every
user. Its quality is always the same—
doesn’t “ peter out” after one learns to
like it. Its flavour can not be matched.
You can depend upon ‘‘White House to
the utmost limit.
IN 1, 2 AND 3 LB. TIN CANS ONLY

“ METZ 25”
A Car that is built right. Handsomely finished. Simple in operation
Economical in up-keep. Among the attractions it possesses is the

ATTRACTIVE PRICE
Call and let us demonstrate this car to you.

CHAS. W . SKILLINGS,

R. F. D. 4,

,

Farmington, Me.

M A IN E

CLASSIFIED
m
cent ■ word in advance.
N o headline or
foer duiph*y- Subject* in a. b. c. order

SALE—Wood saw outfits:
3
H. P. complete $85: 4V2 H. P. $110:
I H. P. $126; 6 H. P. $150. Guaran
teed for five years.
28 inch saw
jj.50.
Other sizes in proportion.
' Thirty days free trial. Thorndike
Unsblne Co.. Portland, Maine.

WANTED—A housekeeper. For furtbar information write to Box
67,
Fastis, Maine.
FOR SALE—Revolver flashlight, ccun
plete; sell $4.
Animal smoker $1.
jeese Roberson, Zumlbtno Falls, MinMsota.
TO LET—For the season, six-room
cottage furnished on Rangeley Lake
between South Rangeley and Oquosjoc;l also motor boat.
W rite
C.
F. Goodridge, Oquoseoc, Maine.
CAMP FOR GIRLS on shore o f Ran
geley Lake.
Address Miss Saralh
Maude Soule, Rangeley, Maine.
FOR SALE—Summer cottage
and
stable, together with lots. If sold
at once will be sold for less than it
cost to build. Information regarding
same cheerfully given.
F. G. Hay
den, Abbott, Maine.
TOLET—Two large sunny room s at
totel at Rangeley Lakes, including
board and laundry. Reasonable. Adiress, Mrs. J. R. Burns, 14 Pond St.,
Jamaica Plains, Mass.
SALE)—Potato
thing new*, the
ty, originated
Mountain potato.
$1.00 per bushel.
PiiUipe, Maine.

seed for planting,
Blue
Mountain
from the Green
Very nice. Seed
Frank Chandler,

ENGINES AND
LAUNCHES..

PALMER

Special 2 1-2 H. P. engine for canoes
andlight boats, $48.00. Largest stock
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALM ER
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland, Me.
This Get’ s ’ E-n—Hornum r C om bined.

SPIN N ER -W O BBLER
Perfect spinoer. dandy w obbler, with

enticing reflection
finest materials,

and flutter.
Of
brass, copp er, or

nickel and copper finished.
T rou t
size. 25c each; $2. 50 dozen—b r t s s size.
85c: $3.50 dozen. T r i a l spoon on receipt

o f price i f n o t a t dealers. Calinet C o..
Dept. 2. Box 1928. Los A ngeles, C alif.

Rabbit?

W an ted

Wonder If M aine T r o u t Will Relish
a Foreign W o rm .
O xbow , M e-, May 3, 1915.
(Special t o M a i n e Woods.)
W e are in O x b o w , (((Latitude 46 de
grees) north ce n tra l Amoostciok coun
ty, fotr the thiiind conusaecuitiye season
and find things jusrt as attractive
and restfuil as b efo re -. It may in
truth be sa id :
‘ ‘A g e icamnot wither
her, nor custom sta te
her infinite
variety.”
A$ an ideal! country far
rest and relief from , (tllne hum of ma
chinery, the sihrill h lanstts of whistles,
tlie ting-a-ling’ o f a ll sorts of bells,
the demand o f business's cares, and
tlie hurly-burly o f maid^Uing crowds, I
t reeiy and co n fid e ratIw (commend this
t'avofred spot.
T h e chutef value of a
vacation Ides in a oonuplete change
o f ,env iron m en t. T lie <carry cihiap seeks
the forests, la k e s a n d streams of tlie
open c ountry ( if h e i s wise) and avoids the m ore preven tion s host eh
ties of fash ion able re p o rts. The pat-,
ient farmer seek s t h e <ciLty and the
seashore, with, th e ir m ultifarious at
tractions, and u nwiomtbed eooiaibdility.
Boys and m any g irls., like to fare
far a-fleld, cam p in g , ThsJhang, and in
dulging in lib erty wliacfti is change
indeed.
The fe v e r f o r the great outof-doors is ea sily ex<ctitted in
some
men, especially in tine suray-baired old
sport.
I stood n o t Long ago this
spring in front o f a w in d o w of IvecsJoliin,sons’ store, Was/lrioagton street,
Boston, Looking a t a trou t mounted
by Herb W eldh.
T li.e fish Avas the
blackest trout I e v e r saw and it ex
cited many curioras rem arks
from
passers-by. T w o gray-clueads stood be
side me, and as w e re-ason-ed the Why
of the cauriouis c o l o r s «otf the fish,, I
told them o f the sp L en d id fislhdng and
hunting to be had im northern Aroas!
took.
Pjretty soon th<e eldest man
said, ‘ ‘see here, y o u m g man, slhiut up,
please.
I cant s t a n d any more.
I
wish I could start to -d ia y .”
If all thie b o o k s o in fis h and fishing could be g a th e r e d in to one pile,
probably it w ould o ' e r top tlie tow
er of Babel, and t h e Language there
in would be quite a s duscordamt, per^
haps..
Ouir strea m s a t the Bow are
too muddy and to o rfiailQ. o f logs for
any fishing at p r e s e n t .
Expldsion of
dynamite, used to b u r s t the jams, are
frequent, and m u ch h ,ard Work is re
quired to m ove th e Lexers ,cff the rocks

THE PLEASURE
O f an O c c a s io n a l Trip to

PORTLAND

Five hundred rabbits wanted during
thismonth Will pay fifteen cents each
delivered at my Fox Ranch. Rabbits Will Be G reatly E n h a n c e d If the
tobe shot with nothing smaller than
No. 2 shot. For further information
vriteor phone

NEW CH ASE HOUSE

M. F. STEVENS, Dover, Me.
\

Phone 64.15

MAPS OF MAINE
RESORTS AND ROADS
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
lor maps of the fishing regions of the
Me, etc. We can furnish the followtitoffm
®no•
maps.
$ ,60
Franklin County
.50
Somerset County
Orford County
.50
.50
Piscataquis County
.50
Aroostook County
.50
Washington County
1.0P
OuAij? map of Maine, 30x35 in
. <£
geological map of Maine
.'6k
K.R. map of MaineiaMgs
.35
Androeooggjn County
.35
Umberland County
.50
Hancock County
.36
Munebec County
.3
Knox County
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
Henobccot County!
.60
.3b
Waldo County
.36
Fork County

l

W BRACKETT CO.,

Phillips,

-

Maine.

Daily Thought.

1 call It improper pride to let fools’
itions hinder you from doing a good
'-tlon. There’s no sort of work that
mid ever be done well if you minded
hat fools say. You must have it
side you that your plan is right, and
it plan you must follow.—George
lot.
Placing the Blame,
buck your letter tin
ned, eh? Why did she do that?”
a—“She said the postman who do
ored it kicked her dog.”
rack— "Sent

P H IL L IP S ,

M A I N E , M A Y 6, 1915.

in the rivier bed.
and easy riverdog-drivers do in their
BLACK TROUT
It was a cuiniioois sight whien. thie soles.
broke, to see an 18-ifoot birch,
Ice in cur great lakes is
fast
EXCITES CURIOSITY ice
come sailing down stream, standing crumbling; we look for clear water

fOR

A. competent housekeeper
wishes
to do general housework in a email
family- Has a boy 13 years old
thorn she wishes to take with her.
gand answers to Mrs. George Allen,
Wilton, Maine.

WOODS,

Is the H otel D e c i d e d Upon as a
Home During- Ytcwar Stay.

Positively the O nlv Firstt—*Class Modern
House In the C ity , ^ ivh All Conven
iences Including H o ta m c l (Cold Running
Water and Local
L o n g Distance
Telephone in A ll R o o m s .

upright, its roots firimlliy embedded in
a large cake of ice and soil. When
it struck the new steel bridge over
UmooLcus it bowed backward, passed
under and re-appeared on the other
side, resumed its upTigtht angle and
passed out of siglht.
Whether
it
reached the Aroostook I don’t know.
It wtas an unusual oocaxinrence and
worthy of a photographic re-produc
tion.
Some plowing is going on; the pas
tures are spreading their carpets of
green; buds are swelling; robins,
bluebirds, song sparrows are singing
their sweet spring melodies and black
birds and crowfe are pleading their
“ caws.”
We have just received a consign
ment of angleworms, (by parcel post)
from Massachusetts. It’s a question
whether Maine trout will relish a
foreign, worm.
Just as soon as the
togs roll by we are going to test the
matter to the limit.
We should be
glad to hear from any of your thou
sands of readers upon this new sub
ject while w.e wait for blue floods
to subside.
The worms were two
days en route, but arrived in good
form, though awfuiliy hungry.

on or before May 5th.
A few trout,
all of good size, have been, caught
{n open spots near the damls.
‘‘A little fish, will grew, if live be
spared, a great;
But then, to let him go, and for
his growing wait,
May not be very wise, as ’tis not
sure
Yoi^r bait' will catch him when of
size.” •
Fontaine.
‘‘And men may come, and men may
go” but I’ll go on forever,, if I
don’t stop right here.
P. S.
As I stop
writing, the
ground, and all trees, are covered
with fresh snow nearly a foot deep.
Log driving is held up for a day or
two, and the mercury stands at 36
degrees Fahrenheit.
One object in
tmind for coming here so early was
to see the country in winter dpes®.
It’s now on.
I once before caught
trout at Cupsuptic in a snow storm
in May.
Two feet of snow has fallen here
during the last three days. Mercury,
36 degrees Fahrenheit.
Yours cordially,
J. C. Hartsihorne.

Our west end schiooJ is not open
yet; a suitable teacher bias not
been secured but Fred Tarbo of WatTHE OUTER’S POCKETS
ervilJe is expected to-day. It is quite
likely that this unfortunate
delay
W hat to Carry Constantly W hile on a
will extend the session farther into
Caimping Trip.
the heated term of summer
than
will be for the comfort of both teach
Osseo, Midi, May 1951.
er and scholars.
(Written for Maine Wood*)
Much rain has fallen during tlie
No one should start out on a trip
past week, giving a better pitch, to in' the big woods or even in a small
the water, but much more would be one in which he is not well acquaint
welcomed.
Pitch and rolls are a ed without eontsantly carrying a few
daily number on the taenu of most small articles in preparation for what
ships at sea.
To one who. can stand might happen by accident, getting
it without squirming, the delightful lost or any other mishap.
Old
roly-poly motion is like riding on timers may laugh at the idea of get
tlie back of a colossal elephant, and ting lost but there are times when
one long to he remembered.
the trails of the best of them lyould
We extend to Maine Woods
our appear rather crooked and uncertain
hearty thanks for a copy of
the Iif there were snow to render them
laws passed to be enacted by the visible. But coolness and knowledge
Legislature of 1915.
We are jnore of just what to do bring them
than glad to knew that the non-res through without experiencing the ill
ident hunter’s fee has been restored effects that getting lost or meeting
to $15.00.
Personally, as an out-of- a slight injury would entail upon
state- fisherman, we would Ngladly one new to such experiences.
have paid a small fisiMng fee, but
When leaving camp daily one
the wisdom of tlhie majority, (I dare should ask himself, ‘‘have I got will.at
say) ha* decided to invite us
to I would need if I should lose my way
come and avail ourselves of the great and be obliged to remain out a night
privilege of fishing 'without money or two?
What would I want in my
and without price.
It costs a lot pockets in case in I should meet with
to get to these parts, but the recom a slight accident?”
The answers to
pense of reward in fish and game, these questions seriously considered
and ail that makes life worth living, in advance would prevent much’ suf
is fag greater, we believe, than any fering, perhaps even save life.
other northern state in the Union
The want of a match to a man
can possibly offer.
We speak
of helpless from a fractured leg bone
what we have seen and heard.
in cold weather might mean death
These husky river drivers! What while its possession would
mean
a nimble set they are! Their feats
of gymnastics on rolling, tumbling
logs, beat any horseback, bareback
riding you ever saw.
We eften hear
much talk about political Log-ro#in,g,
and I am free to say that many pol
iticians need calks in their souls as
huictli, if not more, than these free

some chance for life.
A reliable
compass consulted at frequent inter
val® will enable a bewildered person
to reach some place of safety even if
miles from camp.
It prevents ones
keeping in a circle and if he litas, a
general knowledge of the lay of the
land which lie Should get from a map
before leaving camp, he can follow
the lead cf the compasls and even
tually reach a river, railroad, higlir
way, chain of bills or other known
landlmark and follow it to a place of
safety.
Carry your matches in at least two
different pockets., one of whiicQi
should be in the trousers where they
can never be forgotten. If one pock
et’s supply gets lost or wet, there
wilL be some left.
Carry one lot in
a small flat bottle or metal
case
where they Will never get wet even
if one accidentally gets dipped entire
ly under water.
Canoe
travelers
cany a box thus, keep another Sup
ply in a tight case loose in
the
canoe and a third box tied to the
canoe.
If the boat is overturned
and lost, the loose box may pos
sibly be secured by diving and if the
outfit is lost and the canoe saveds
there is a box of matches
saved.
There is stilt the pocket supply if
all others are lost.
A pocket knife should never be
omitted.
Its uses are many
and
open aJid tied at the end of a staff
or pole it becomes a weapon of de
fence "or of offense in obtaining food.
A ball of strong cord or a roll of
fine flexible wire is a very desirable
adjunct to the pocket outfit.
The
cord makes a snare or
fishing
line, (the same will the wire)
and
even without hooks it is wonderful
how many fish may be caught on a
bent pin of which a few should al
ways be kept sticking in the outer
garments for emergencies of several
kinds.
Learn how to make and set
snares and deadfall traps' using tlie
old time ‘‘figure four” to spring the
latter.
It is possible to make a
‘‘figure four” that will! spiring a dead
fall on rabbit, squirrel or partridge
without even the help of a pocket
knife.
Can you do it?
There are other articles tliat would
be considered essential in different
regions and where real danger exists
of accidents, snake-bites or going
astray but those named are sufficient
for an ordinary trip and wall help
the young woodsman through some
fairly comfortable hours in case a
need for their use actually arises.
Kerosene Paste Fire Kindler.

The safest and most satisfactory
kindling I have ever used is a paste
made of ashes and coal oil. It can be
kept in an old can or jar and a table
spoonful is sufficient to start a fire
without other kindling. It should be
of the consistency of corn meal dough
and is absolutely safe from explosion.
—Henry Norton

MAI NE WO O D S

Just a step from M on u ment Square
R estaurant C o n n e c t e d . iR iE tes Reasonable.
T a k e the "J itn e y ” o r M ia m jo y Hill car f-.om
U nion S ta tion .
European Plan O n ly . R a t e s *1.00 and up.

1 2 Rats Caught in One Day

One $3.00 Rat Trap (resets itself)
will be sent prepaid upon receipt of
BEST ROOMS IN TIHEE CITY
$2.00 as sample. Made of galvanized
U . E. T H U R S T O N .
K . Bh. H IM M ELEIN .
iron, 22 inches high, 10 inches diameter.
P r o p r ie to r s Meney back if not satisfied. H. D.
SWARTS, Inventor and Manufacturer,
WE G U A R A N T E E T O
INCREASE Box 566, Scranton, Pa.
YOUR CATCH O F R A W FURs IF
OUR BAITS A R E U S E D . With each
bottle we give a writhe®* guarantee,
and if not satisfied y o u r money will be
returned. W e m u st p le a s e you or lose
money.
5000 BOTTLES H A V E
ALREADY
M BN SO L.D A N D N O T O N E TRAPPER HAS A S K E D F O R H IS MONEY
BACK.
________
W illiam F. N y e is the great
A N IM A L A T T R A C T O R
will lure all llesh eating: araamals such as
est authority on refined oils in the
the raccoon, mink, s k u n k - cive*, erm
world. He was the firs^t bottler; has
ine, wolf, fox, lyn x, o p o ss u m , martin,
etc! Price (100-150 sets* $LO 0 postpaid.
the largest business and N Y O IL
M U SK R A T A T T R A C T O P f
is the best oil he has ever made.
For luring muskrats o n ly - Price (100NYOIL
150 sets) $1.00 p ostpaid.
HAS NO EQUAL.
BEAVER A T T R A C T O R
For luring beaver o n ly . P rice (100-150
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
sets) $1.00 postpaid.
where a light oil is needed. It pre
T R A IL S C E N T
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
For making trails to s^nd from sets.
Very powerful odor.
Economical to tion.
Sportsmen, U9e it liberally on
use. Price $1.00 postpaufl.
your firearms and your rod. You will
3 Bottles $2.50
« Bottles $5.00
find it by far the best. Hardware and
DON’T W A S T E Y O U R TIME AND
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
^ N E Y W I T H B A I ^ T H A T MAY
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
jn trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
t r ^ t o r s ° a n d b e ^ u r e o f RES U L T S -A N I N C R E A S E D CATCH.
W M . F. N Y E ,

Animal Attractor Company,
Stanwood, Iow a, Box M.

New BedfordjfMan*.

Conducts a first class jotfprinting department
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work

W h y not let us Help
you witH your
advertisin g?

i
9

We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples,
dummies and prices on request.

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS,

MAINE
9
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away from the hook.
This angler two of my rods once and the ensuing loaning-fly-rod, a short leader with eept and example it must ever u
borne in mind that, while imdustry
one fly, and turn him loose.
will of course paralyze with terror tragedy was heartrending.
I
Don’t casually leave yc.ur rod where
most of tine trout in that part of the
Teach Mm the wrist movement of will accomplish much,, will
very
useful
and
worthy
citizen
'stream that he infests.
When you tlie dangling flies- will catch in a fly casting, and the necessity
of
meet hiirn rioting down the stream, passing dog or animal. Once on a bringing tine fly back of center, as of any novice, it will not alone at. I
'preceded by clouds of roily water, very, thirsty day, I came to a farm far as it is expected to go forward tain for him the heights of artigtk
A Little Talk About Rods, Good allow him to pass, on without hurt, yard inhabited by harmless and in the cast. For a time he will not perfection.
I leaned my rod catch any adult trout, but will
and smile encouragingly
on
him, friendly cows.
Trout fishing js a many
be
and Bad.
though it be ever so feebly. Remem down over the watering trough., al overjoyed that he can take a few art in which few can excel and
the ignorant fingerlings in a® many none can master.
ber that every citizen lias tine right lowing tli/e leader to sink in
A good rod is a precious treasure to life, liberty and the
ineffectual water of the trough, with the flies hours.
He will probably break the
There be times and places where
—a poor rod a wicked snare. Some pursuit of trout In your streams-. Af attached, so that th© leader would irod, Will snap off many flies on the Fortune will astonish the most
rod makers1 are confidence men and ter this invasion has ceased
I then went to the backward clast, and lose maaiy flies skillful with her generous benefact
you not dry out.
foes of all leanest fishermen.
will allow the country to recover pump to drink. A gentle cow thought and leaders in tree® and bushes. Al ions.
In these favorlngs skill ^
Their handiwork is a thing of many from it before pursuing your pleas she would also drink at the trough, though he be not able to land the fly little place.
But genius and fata
ure.
and so involved her nose in the flies at any place selected, he will be mentality shine forth when time and
deceits.
I finally recovered pretty sure to hit every tree and bush place are hostile.
Go ashore, or make yourself com and stampeded.
"Wrappings, and varnish., and guides
Trout fishing h
fcnay all seem good to. you, but some fortable on a bandy log or rock, the remains of the rod, but was nev within a hundred feet.
a mental exercise of tine hi^ , ,
became
day you wild be fishing far from help smoke your pipe, adjust your flies, er able to discover what
Be patient with admonition
and order, not a slothful delay between
and will, perchance, hook an eight or tie a new loader and wait phil of the files and the leader.
counsel, and in due ’ time he will bites, as in angling for pike 0.
inch, trout of only ordinary vigor and osophically until tine clouds roll by
In this Last sport you
If a interregnum comes to you on emerge from this chrysalis into the muskellunge.
restored the stream and you have to shift perfect angler, and be able to swag are rowed hither and yon in ^
will find yourself gazing stonily on a and confidence has been
Be about by brushy trails, cut off your ger around and talk the “ shop” of vacuity, with* mayhap, an awakesniig
broken rod.
Pate will generally to tine panic stricken trout.
decree that this shall happen at the consoled with, the assurance that this leader and reel up the line first so the craft with the best, and to set tug only at day long intervals, pj,
particular hour when you seem to. invader is not depleting your pre as to save unnecessary profanity.
up as an instructor of novices.
trout fishing every moment Is Pro
hold all the trout in the stream in serves to any appreciable extent.
A rod with dangling flies carried in
You will hardly care to loan your liant every hour unfolds some Dev
If the water be of good
temper
the hollow of your basket.
While
an automobile has been known to best rod to any one but a trusted delight.
you are trying to mend the broken and the weather favorable you can
entail serious results, for an au-to- veteran, for sucfli a loan is tine high
•rod, or, having given this up, are take up your joyous way in half an
mt bile is no respecter of anything. est expression of confidence.
FISH A N D GAME WILL BE EX(walking morosely hack to
camp, hour, but if the disturbance lias been
Should you loan your good rod to
H IB IT E D A T THE EXPOSITION
It
would
just
as
soon
spoil
a
rod
as
you may comfort yourself a little by great you may wait longer. Patience
an accomplished artist, and it is re
IN JUNE.
a
chicken
or
a
dog.
Even
imagining new tortures for the rod- is the badge of all our tribe.
turned to you broken and shivered,
When
the
fly
catches
in
an
over
tnaker if he could be placed in your the farmer knows better than to use
you cannot feel hurt or indignant, Chairman Austin of Fish and Game
He goes forth hanging branch and cannot be re
power.
I paid $22 once for a rod a short stubby rod.
for it lias suffered the fortunes of
Commission Provides This At
leased
by
a
few
gentle
flips
and
tugs
on the guaranty of a reputable firm equipped with a fifteen foot cane
war while being wielded by knightly
traction.
and
you
are
too
old
to
climb
the
that sold it to me.
Within
the pole, purchased at the village store,
hands.
I
have
always
dreaded
to
east of a single day I.found that my or with one of equal length, cut from |tree and colt off the offending branch
ask for the loan of a friend’s best
Several tanks of live fish and j
trust had been betrayed by a $3 rod the nearby tamarack swamp. As a and the tree is too large to be cut
nod.
It seems to call for such a herd of deer, with, other wild gaitmasquerading under silk and varnish. rule, he does not paddle the stream down with your pocket hatchet, do
Cato-like spirit of sacrificing friend j animals, placed on exhibition In tie
The firm ought to be named here, so with hoary feet, but sits like Pat not desperately put a breaking strain
ship. Each of your rods should have Main© State exposition in the Dev
Ion
the
rod,
but
take
hold
of
the
that it would be exposed to well de ience on a monument above some f
exposition building next June will
deep pool luours without end. When Line, and, with a straight pull, break two tips, and three are better.
served bankruptcy.
It
is
well
also
to
have
all
your
rods
prove a strong attraction. Chaiitna*
This will leave your
One reason for brief attention to lie hooks a trout with this pole he the leader.
duplicates, with interchangeable parts Austin pleased the promoters of this
can
be
relied
on
to
land
it
safely
criminal
flies
and
leader
gibbeted
as
the bait rod is that most any kind of
The tip is the most breakable part big show- very much Thursday eras
an awful example to others. You will
a rod will serve for bait fishing, only thirty feet in the brush behind him.
of the rod.
When the tip you are ing when lie outlined what the exhib
He
is
a
more
pleasing
object
than
add your tribute to the
bleaching
so that it be stout enough and of
using is of doubtful integrity, it is it would consist of and he has a
the
other
affront
of
the
short
rod,
bones
of
many
other
flies
and
lead
the right lengtha good plan to carry an extra
tip vast stock to draw from. While t
ers that are festooned on the same
Every lodge of piscatory,
has who wallows down the stream.
tied to your back where it will be museum is an interesting institutk,
So you, prideful, gladly show your branch.
There are wicked, malig
'ptrentices strange to the fly rod yet
collection of insects.
You may be nant trees along trout streams that out of your way when you go upon it lacks the fascination that gtfe
(skillful with bait, or past masterls
the stream.
By tip is here meant in watching live animals and birds
who, in a cold spring freshet, or in sure that he lias a kindly and court delight in committing assault and rob the upper joint of the rod. The small A live man is more of an attract::
eous contempt for all such
gauds bery of tackle.
They leap out from metal tip at the end of the rod i®
grasshopper days, or, for the sake of
than a dead one at any ime a H
ts
and wonders how you ever
catch
leafy ambush and take the hapless . another matter.
experiment, like to dally with
the
Always carry two moose presents a more impreesiTtrout with them.
angler unaware.
bait rod.
All of these interests, ac
or three of these metal tips in your spectacle than a stuffed speck-:
He matches your wicker creel-—a
cording to their degree, must be
The most experienced angler can pocket, so that you can easily replace with glass eyes and motionless atti
direct descendant of old Isaac Waitcared for in proper anglers’ ritual.
not hope to escape these devilish en a broken one.
tude.
ton with a gunny-sack, in which his
For boat trolling use a short, stiff
tanglements. The best he can do is
By means of rude surgery you can
The big feature of the migrate"
spoils are stored.
He is properly
rod; for other bait fishing a strong
to posses® has soul with infinite pat generally mend a broken rod on the . circus is the menagerie where child- [
amazed that you have thirty for your
rod about ten feet in length.
carry spot.
Often the middle joint, and ren of few years and those of larg
morning’s catch, regretting that he ience and watchfulness and
Good bait fishing cannot be done
eyes
in
the
back
of
his
head.
not
the
tip, will break. When this er growth never tire of stindins
has not so many, although has gunwith a fly rod or with a short dumpy
A rod should not be allowed to happens, apply a lighted match to before the cages wherein are aoafiny-sack is as heavy as your creel.
rod.
The first is too flexible and
He loosens the sack and you find that become wet or damp unless absolu the metal tip, or ferrule, that you ed tawny maned lions, striped tiger'
the Inst too short.
Bait fishing for
Of course you will wish to remove, and heat it enough and others of the cat family twain:
lie lias one or two 1unkers that far tely Necessary.
trout should be conducted with a
not
know
en6ugh
to
come in when it so that the broken piece will come giraffes, elephants and camels, etc,
long rod, one purpose of this being outweigh your biggest.
rains,
especially
when
the trout are out.
With your knife make a new etc.
This inland fish and game de
This eclipse is a great ieveler of
to prevent the trout from seeing the
‘rising, nor do I urge any such self- seating on the broken end and crowd partment exhibit in the exjoatte;
your
pride
and
makes
you
feel
that
angler.
Generally this bait fishing
pampering.
But do the best you can the ferrule, or tip, securely on.
will have a wonderful influence In
for trout is sh/ort line work. A fairly angling is, after all, a fine democra to keep your rod dry, for dampness
For this repair you should have promoting the idea that in order to
tic
institution.
stout rod is necessary in order to
He and you chuckle together over is a great enemy of rods. Dry a wet with you plenty of matches and a lhave fishing and game, the wildte
retrieve the trout properly. Tine great
rod as soon as possible, not by a : small piece of rod cement.
Heat izens of the woods and streams®^
er flexibility of the fly rod is recoan- your mild discomfiture.
In this thawing of reserves
you fire or in a hot room, but in an or this with a match until it melts be proteeed, the [.tmpagatio*
pensed by the longer line and the
dinary' temperature. Don’t keep your a little, and smear it on the seating served, and the natural sapjdy
wides species chosen by the flyy caste have become blood brothers of the
rods in a warm room during the clos before forcing the ferrule, or tip, guarded by wise laws.
lodge
and
are
anxious
for
many
more
It is offensive to take a- short rod
This will make the joint
Chairman Austin has done bis Ski
fore-gatherings lake this along
the ed season, but stor Cithern in a cool, back.
into a trout stream.
dry place.
It is said to be a good waterproof.
friendly
stream.
You
have
discover
a
great service in assuring the Jfr
'Tis a painful sight to witness a
plan to hang a rod up by tbe tip
It is not often that such mend motqfrs of the exposition of this son
ed
that
(he
is
a
true
sportsman,
even
zealous amateur sloshing around in a
when it is put away for the season. ings are of permanent value, although ot co-operation. It Is the kind tgood stream with a six foot rod. If if lue does wield a pole like unto a
A rod should have at least two good they may serve for a brief period.
weaver’s
beam
and
tempts
his
trout
counts and. takes care of that orhe catches a trout with this clown
coats of varnish each year.
A rod so mended has a weak place pliase of the enterprise. There
with
a
coil
of
writhing
worms
instead
ish weapon he performs a miracle.
Always have at least two rods on and will soon come to grief.
be a satisfying exhibit of fish toil
Still, on the law of averages, there of with affectations of silk and
hand; one for your own use and one
For the proper making of these game and this fact will serve to t
feathers.
You
know
that
the
big
must be a certain limited number of
to lean or to take the place of a repairs you should also have with courage others to show what can
foolish and gullible trout in every trout that Will be avid for this lus
broken rod.
Yet this number is not you a small pair of pocket
pliers done in an endless variety of &
stream, and the most industrious cious morsel you cannot win with
ample for all need®.
I have
even and a gimlet.
your
choicest
offerings.
These
may
be
very terprises wherein natural resource:
awkwardness cannot keep them all
This trout has grown inert
with dreamed of a blissful time to come useful in getting the wood out of a the State are involved.
years—he has escaped the forays of when I could afford to keep at least ferrule, and pliers are the only effic
all ient device for exacting porcupine
crane and puched heron, of otter four fairly good rods on hand
T H E PARTRIDGE LAW
and mink—he has seen so much, of the time.
With such a store of rods quills out of a dog’s nose.
You
life and death, lias disparaged your all attacks of misfortune could be re never can know when some
overSome surprise was expressed
allurements through many seasons, sisted.
The happenings of
wise zealous dog who may be around cam' Hancock county at the form of
and hardened his heart against you. forethought would then rue in this will need this attention.
partridge law as finally passed,
Much of the time he lies dark and fashion:
I would be using No. 1;
In putting a rod together it is a related to this county, and
sta.frk at the hidden bases of the No. 2 would be loaned; Nos. 3 and 4 good plan to anoint the ferrules with misunderstanding is likely to ar'
hiLls, cynical and blase, battening up would be held as reserves. I break a little grease; it makes them fit says the Ellsworth American.
on the unwary chub, or the helpless No. 1 and then resort to No. 3 and easier and keeps out the water.
The law reported by the oouiffi*'caddis worm.
Once in a while he still have No. 4 for further emergen Mosquito dope will do for this.
If on in/land fish, and game incl^
may have a fit of hysteria, which cies.
But if in suefh case the bor the joints fit too tightly the rod fcnay Hancock county among those coo51'
will drive him plunging to the sur rower breaks No. 2 Nos. 3 and 4 only be strained in taking it apart
or in which the law w-as changed to con
face for a silly fly that you cannot give us a rod apiece, and if one of putting it together. A fly rod should form with the federal law on
possibly imitate.
these should break— .This is a most be about ten feet in length.
cock, open, season beginning Octohe
Yet, when a little bunch of escul dread contemplation.
Be practical in selecting a rod. Do 1 instead of September 15. R * •
ent earth worms is allowed to re
Really one should have two kinds not affect a mere whip. Some ex pretty generally understood
1
pose on the bed of the stream near of loaning fly rods; one for your pert anglers prate of the delights of this form the law was to passEspecially when the crust
him, or is gently moved close to his expert friend, who will not step on a rod of exceeding lightness, but I
The House, however, amended
is the crisp, flaky, tender
nose his hour may strike, lid fails to it, fall on iit, or pincQi the tip off In do not love them, and have tried law a® regards Hancock county, il
kind that W i l l i a m T e l !
resist temptation, and so passes in a door, or ufee it to poke the fire and discarded many of these supple ting the fifteen days off the oth
makes—the digestible, whole
to the gunnysack.
To the patient with or abandon it when he gets lost whipp.
The lighter rods are too end of the open season, so that '
some crust that brings everytoiler cometh the victory, and proud on the stream.
The other loaning pliant for good work, especially on a open time on partridge in this com
• one back for a second piece.
he is of the noble captive of Ms rod Should be an inferior sort of rod windy day or in a narrow, brushy tv will begin on September 15,
They like William Tell cake
rod and worms.
You cannot but re for an inferior sort of fisherman.
stream.
With one of them you can heretofore, and close on Novem
just as well, and William Tell
joice
with
him,
for
no more will this
You will always have with you not secure good social control of 15, instead of December 1. Thi® ' ,
bread, biscuits and muffins.
recalcitrant leviathan of a trout des- some friend who has never, fished your trout.
Adopt a medium rod— give two weeks more protection
The reason? Ohio Red Winter
pitefully use you.
for anything except pickerel and bull not too light nor too clubbish and “ budders,” but will leave the te
Wheat and a special process of
Here are some fundamentals of rod heads, who has never offered a trout unwieldy.
milling obtainable only iu
There is a very
good tation for tbe man in the woods
treatment:
Never lay a rod on the anything but a wo mi or a chunk of rod, extensively used, and costing at first two wreeks of the partridge <
(27)
ground. Thus recumbent it is a pub meat.
retail about $15.
It is a fair rod, son to shoot protected woodcock.
lic menace a fatal attraction
for
He has observed the magic skill but a little too light in the upper
careless feet.
Even if you should With which) you whip the stream.
joint.
Most of the stock rods, rang
Whenever you write to one of <
withstand the temptation to break it
It look® easy to ham and hie be ing in price from five to ten dollars, advertisers, don’t forget to merti
your next friend is sure to fall.
Do comes emulous.
are not durable.
Yet from these Maine Woods.
R is lmportan'
not attempt to take a rod, unless It
It should be your pleasure to guide you may wish to select your loaeing- you to do so; important to us (
C. H. McKenzie Trading Co.,
be put up, through a door with sprin his inexperience.
rod-f or-amat eu rs.
the advertiser naturally wants
Phillip*, Maine.
hinges.
A rod caddy did this with
Fix him out with your greenhomThroughout this gamering of pre- know where you found hia name
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VACATION STORIES

ley was an expert camp cook, so SEBAGO L A K E A N D T H E R E A B O U T
people said, and he certainly
did
turn out some appetizing messes
(Continued from page three)
which I devoured without criticism, 1 bounds; a. four pounder is not uncomThe Joys of a Camp in the Woods assure
you.
Coffee, boiling
hot, Imoin.
They are taken by trolling,
and with a flavor unequalled by any flyfishing and still-fisihiing.
Scranton, Pa., April, 1915.
“ city bred” concoction, hot corn
Brown’s Clamps were the pioneer
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
bread, crisp slices of bacon,
trout sportsmen's resort on this lake, and
On the shore of a beautiful lake, browned to a turn, made up our re
here have congregated men and their
where the “ pines’’ grow thick and past.
Janies had secured the trout families to enjoy the sport and good
the birches' scattering, we set
up while we were getting a fire.
fellowship, and the rare degree of
our tent. The ever-resourceful Maine
“ How easy it is to think you are comfort provided.
In addition, Far
guide lost little time in erecting the having a “ bully” time, sitting on the
rington’s
Camps and
Farnham’s
tent—maybe lie wouldn’t be as ‘‘han ground and eating front the top of Camps shelter hosts of anglers and
dy’ ’ at building a “garage.” He even a tin pail “ I said, laughing.
nature lovers throughout the
long
went so far as to leave a number of
‘IGuess you fellers will have to season.
twigs on the rear pole supporting “ rough it” some, before you get back
No reference to this region would
the canvas tent, so we could imagine to the city,” said the guide.
be complete without mention, of the
they were “ hocks,” and. hang
our
“ W e’ve started in first rate,” said
cups, belts, candlesticks,
lantern, James, looking with a doubtful expres world famous Poland Spring and the
urivaled group of great establish
and other trifles upon them.
Old sion of pleasure, at the pile of fir
ments' which have been developed
Breiniey outdid himself by notching boughs destined to form our beds.
l A. H., Mt. Sterling, ill.
Ans. Yes.
there.
So many delightful sports
an extra pole, and planting it firmly
“ After to-morrow anything will suit
Can you tell me where I can get
are possible to the visitor at Poland
4. Which is the best to shoot in,
beside
one
of
the
other
poles,
to
be
yer, to sleep on—from a mossy leg
the 1 oz. ball .to shoot in. a 12 gauge the black powder shells, % oz. shot
Spring, and it is within, easy access
used as a gun rack.
to a pile of leaves,” said Bremley,
tiptgun?
and 2y2 drams of powder or 1 oz.
of so. much fine sport, that it de
“ Get busy there, you city^ chap, reading James’ thoughts like a flash,
Ans. Any cf the ammunition ccm- shot and 3 drams of powder?
serves mention in a book addressed
with, the soft muscles,—can’t
you “ and it’s tired out, I’ll have yer,
panies load regularly the one ounce
primarily to the great outdoor fra
Ans. For all around use I sliould help “ peg” this tent down?” Brem- to-morrow, all right.”
ill! in their 12 gauge shells for use prefer the lighter load.
ternity.
The Poland Spring House
ley was anxious to get things ready
James w as' convinced, but appar
a 12 gauge shotguns.
is twenty-five miles north of Portland
before dark.
I was not the only ently net over-joyful at the prospect;
and five miles from the railroad, the
G. H., Walcott, Wyo.
“city chap” on the “job,” but I re lie would he “ game,” however, and
T.M., Elgin, III.
latter distance being covered by a
1. About how fast does a wild sponded quickly, and was scon “rop not kick—of that I felt sure.
Jafmes
I have a twenty-two rifle and it goose fly" an, hour?
drive through picturesque country
ing” down the sides of the tent, with was an old friend cf mine, and we
to the Poland Spring estate, an im
s loaded.
Could you tell me where
Ans. A will goose Averages about short, white birch pins.
I looked had planned our vacation
together.
mense private park.
Here, in the
; should send it to be drilled
out 110 ft. per second, which is 6600 ft.
out of the corner of my eye to see Here we were at last, in the depths
chain of silvery lakes, is excellent
pin?
Also how much would
it
per minute, or a fraction over
75 what the other “ city -chap” was do of the Maine woods, and it would not
bass fishing, only a short distance
.■(let? Which do you
recommend miles per hour.
ing, and Lord, wasn’t I ashamed of be wise, ncr of any use, to “tequeal”
from Sebago and Kezar lakes.
;or use in a rifle, greased or
un
him—he
had
gone
down
to
the
lake
at a little discomfort.
We ' liad
2. Which has greater penetration,
There are excellent golf links and
paged cartridges?
“ made our beds, and must lie in
20 gauge or 12 gauge, both
guns to wash his hands!
facilities for boating and swimming.
Ans. If you cannot clean the bar- loaded with No. 6 shot?
“ Hey, you lily-pad,” called Brem them,” so runs the quotation, 'and
This magnificent resort lias recently
id by means of a good nitro-solvent
Ans. The 20 gauge shotgun when
become one of the leading centers
jil and a braes bristle brush, I would loaded with, standard load
gives
on
this continent for winter sports.
send it to the manufacturers or the slightly higher shot velocity
than
The snow and ice s.lports of Switzer
3m frc/ni whom you purchased
it, does the 12 when loaded with its
• ■
land, including skating, skiing, snowrho will be able to clean the barrel standard load.
The difference
is
shoeing,
tobogganing and cross-coun
inless it is very much rusted
or approximately 20 ft. per second. The
try
moonlight
tramps over the snow,
#ted, I would certainly re common 12 gauge shotgun will always kill at
have
been
transplanted
here
With
lie use of greased ammunition
if longer ranges than the 20
gauge,
great, success. The substantial char
:ou wish to get the best
possible however, owing to the greater quan
acter of the buildings on the Poland
iffvke from a .22 calibre rifle barrel. tity cf shot.
Spring property and modern equip
ment of steam-heat, numerous open
?, H. B., CBiicago, 111
|H. H. L., Go. Bluffs, la.
fire places, and cosy nooks, serve pe
I have a double barrel 16 gauge
W hy doesn’t the Maxim Silencer
culiarly to fit this place for enter
■in fire shetgun, Demascus barrels work on Automatic pistols? We were
tainment of winter guests.
inid with gold and silver, engrav going to equip an indoor
range
id on the loch with, deer,
prairie with these for target practice,
but
afckens, dogs ‘ and rabbits. A ‘spleh* were told the silencers would work
:id killer, but dangerous to use on only on single shot
target pistols.
iocount of throwing the powder in Please gratify our curiosity.
user’s eyes around the pin openAns. The Maxim Silencer will not
jg. Can you advise nie if it could operate on automatic pistols
fer
i* changed to a central fire or any- two reasons'—in the first place it is
Great Pond, April 30, 1915.
ing done to it to prevent this trou- impossible to fasten it on properly,
(Special to Maine Woods.)
:ie, also who could do it. Have look and in the second place, these pist
A cold rainy week, but the hoys
'd through the telephone
directory ols operate on the blow-back princi'are getting sucker® just the same.
WATCHING THE RACES.
DIRIGO ISLANDS.
ad cannot find any gunsmiths listed. ple, i. e., there is nothing holding the
Robert Laughllin is adding to the
Ans. You will probably have trou> breech block closed except
the
list of sporting camps- by building
lie in having your gun changed over weight cf the breecih block.
The ley, “ don’t waste yer time on ablus- “ Jim” and I made up our mind® to one near King pond, a pretty locat
!xm rim to center fire * and on a Maxim Silencer would
undoubtedly buns—go and cut some legs for the live the simple life without a mur ion. He is also building a dam augh grade gun—if the work is done cause a great deal of gas to come fire, or we won’t get any supper to mur for four whole weeks; we lived cross the brook that runs across
James went, and I smiled t
There is night.”
soperly to match the quality
of back through the action.
up to the quotation literally,
by his fartm, making a pend for fishing.
-ork already on the gun—it would also* another point to be considered myself ais I saw him wipe his wet
Miss Etta Colburn, who has been
resignedly. “ turning In” on the fir bough® we attending school at West Newton,,
lie a very expensive job.
Capt. E. “-nd that is the weight of the Max- hands on his trousers,
is had arranged in our allotted space Mass., wa® a victim of appendicitis.
Silencer, which, when attached James was learning that “ dirt”
3jttel, Secy. & Treas. of the Illinohs r
State Revolver Association, 904 El to a single shot target pistol even, simply ignored on camping expedi under the tent -roof.
She was taken to the West Newton
After the tent was set Up,
ia Ave., Forest Park, 111., may pos- would entirely spoil the balance of tions.
The early morning found us ready hospital in a Critical condition. - Her
iibly be able to give you the name the arm, and would make it entire securely, with a good slope to the for a long, hunting trip through the father, who has jusit returned from
sides to accommodate the rain, Brem
of a gunsmith who can do the work. ly too heavy to handle.
there brings tine good news that she
No one but the true sports
ley began to get his fire ready. We woods.
is out of danger.
C. S. F., Errol, N. H.
soon had a good fireplace cf stones, man knows the joy cf the sudden
Guy Chick and T H. Mclninch have
7. T. F., Oak Park, 111.
What
the address of the Nation a few on the bottom, and built up ' ‘wMr-r” of the partridge, and the
gone on the drive near Moosehead
1. Is the use of lead solvent for
al Rifle Association ?
Would it be around the sides to keep some of the st.dden “ drop” of the “ gamey” bird,
Moving a slight leading in
the
Lake.
! possible for me to procure a Govern- wind off; then we cut two crotched
Ezra Williams is having a garage
barrel of a .22 calibre rifle too diffias he gets a dose of number seven
Irnent Springfield rifle through them? sticks and placed them each side of
built.
ralt for a rank amateur?
shot
in
the
breast.
No
one
but
What kind cf sights' come on this the fireplace, with a good strong one
Fred Colson is building a new boat
Ans. Slight cases of leading or rifle?
Any information in regard to resting upon them, over the logs cf tlie experienced blunter •can follow
for Edgar Mclninchl.
fen bad cases of leading, if not this arfcn would be appreciated.
wood which we placed on the stones. the elusive trail of bear, moose, or
The guides are getting ready for
implicated by ru.st can usually be
Ans. Write to Albert S. Jones. Small kindling sick s were used to deer until the quarry is sighted,—or spiring and sunitmer company.
wed by a vigorous application of a Secretary National Rifle Association,
start the fire, then the logs
were shoot, with, such true aim at tine par
Jasper H. Haynes, son of A. B.
trass bristle brush soaked in nitro- 1108 Woodward Bldg., Washington,
added, one by one, and allowed to ticularly “ vital” sipet of big game. Haynes, who is so well known at Jo
solvent oil.
D. C., who will be able to give you bum down until quite a bed of hot The “ tenderfoot” feels and acts like Mary lakes has gone to England. His
2. Can a gunsmith remove
the thiiS information.
coals was obtained.
Bremley soon a colt in a strange pasture, while many friend® wish him a safe re
rifling from an old .22 calibre rifle
cr turn.
Iliad the pot c,f coffee a-boiling, an<,l the good-natured guide soothes
S') that shot cartridges may he used? W. H. H., St. ^Albans, Vt.
was frying corn bread in an iron restrains hisi misdirected energy. It
Please tell m,e the difference be
What would be the approximate ex
•spider over the glowing coal®. Brem- often seem® as if “ greenhorn luck”
New Version of Old Song.
tween the following, and how I can
penditure ?
was the rule rather than the prover
Grandpa, was showing little Helen
Full choke, choke, modi
Ans. He shculd be able to do this tell same:
bial exception; James brought down the pictures in a popular magazine.
fied choke, taper choke, swedge, cy
'fork at moderate cost.
two birds, and I will be generous en Coming to a page which advertised
If a
3. What, in your opinion, is the linder and modified barrels.
ough to c|mit criticism,' but nevar- men’s wearing apparel, he called cer
beat combination of target
sights barrel is bright I can see ,the choke
theles®, I have my “ opinions.” We tain garments “breeches.” Whereupon
at the muzzle.
The dime test is
fora .22 calibre rifle? ■
returned to clamp at dusk, and all the little three-year-old, hearing a fa
miliar sound that carried suggestions,
Ans. This question, is rather too given in a recent sporting magazine.
of us were more than, thankful for
began to sing “London breeches fall
general to be answered definitely. I Is this test for 10, 12 or 16 gauge?
cur rude shelter, and the deliedtous ing down!”
Ans. There is only one way to, ac
should say a rear peep sight a n d 'a
supper, cooked by Bremley, in a won
tually tell the shooting qualities of
bead or aperture front sight.
derfully short time.
Aw ful Recollection.
a shotgun, and tint is to Shoot it.
We were experiencing the delights
When we consider germs we shud
Perm of choke or size of choke does
A. B. C., Quincy, 111.
cf camp life, and the
persistent der to think of all the slates we licked
1. Which would you advise me to not determine the relative shooting
pangs
of
a
“
camp
appetite.”
We during childhood.—Kansas City Judge.
sheet in mjy double barrel 16 gauge qualities •of two shotguns—at "least
were
getting
what
we
came
after,
slot gun, black powder or
smoke- you cannot tell by inspection before
and with plenty of ^‘extras” thrown
hand.
The dime test ite of no, prac
lass?
in,—such as “ bruised shins,” ‘ “ laane
Opposite State Honse, Boston, Mass.
tical
value
in
determining
the
shoot
Ans. Black powder and smokeless
backs,” “ sore feet,” and so on, down
Offers room with hot ard
ing
qualities
of
a
shotgun.
I
have
lewder,* when properly loaded, give
cold water for $1.00 per day
the list.
James did not murmur.
G. W . P IC K E T ,
)radically the same bailistiic results, seen 12 gauge shotguns where a
and up, which includes free
He actually smiled in fiendish glee
TAXIDERMIST
brand
new
10
cent
piece
would
drop
use of public shower baths.
t is therefore a question of personal
when I wiped toy mouth on the back
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Pishing Tackle,
Indian
Moccasins,
and Souvenirs.
reference governed by expense, etc. right through, and which would shoot
Nothing to Equal This in New England
of my grimy hand, in the absence RANGfeLEY, •Baskets
M A IN !
2. How much stronger does smoke a good close pattern, and other bar
of a napkin.
After an hour of
Rooms with private baths
rels
where
the
said
10
cent
piece
rs® shoot than black powder?
smoking our pipes, and “ telling stor
for $1.50 per day and up;
Ans. Three drains of bulk smoke- would Stick and the pattern be ex
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
suites of two rooms and bath
ies” by the guide (no doubt he had
tremely
poor.
for $4.00 per day and up.
They are made for
ss powder gives the same results as
inflicted these same stories on every
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
ree drams of black powder. Smoke
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF “ tenderfoot” of his acquaintance, for Known
the world over for excel
rs powder is not stronger than black
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
the last twenty years), we “ turned
Send
fo
r
B
ooklet
wder.
in,” and found our fir boughs, the
M. L. GETCHELL CO.,
STORER F. CRAETS
G en .
Manager
3. Will black powder kill at the
Monmouth,
Maine
“ best ever.”
me distance that smokeless will?

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

SUCKERS BITE AT
GREAT POND

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

TAXIDERMISTS

I
M A IN E
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living in Mrs. W. S. Lovejoy’s house. mulation and guard a g a in s t fires
Mir. and Mrs. W. S. Matrble and and lastly do not forget that ‘ ‘Clean!
daughters, Ruifch and Dorothy arrived liLess is next to Godliness” amd a
’‘Thing of beauty is a j o y fo re v e r”
Wednesday for the season.
Let us all unite in m a k in g our town
Mrs. C. H. Neal and son, Maxwell
The f o l l o w i n g committees
Lake Parlin House and Camps
have returned Lome from Portland, beautiful.
Senior Class Present Play Success where Maxwell has been, receiving are in charge: General committee
to co-operate with an equal number
Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake
treatment for Me ears.
fully— Many Go to Camp.
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to R angeley
to be appointed by the la d ie s ’ w .
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for autom o
Miss Faye Worth el ey wlio has been ue:
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
J. A. Russell, o. R. RowLake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
at Dr. Cousin's hospital the past nine
4 (Special Correspondence.)
radius of four miles furnish the best o f fly
Will Tomlinson, P. L. Tracy, E. Her!
\fishing the whole season The house and
Rangeley, May 4.—Miss L/ulene weeks has returned home, much, im rick, J. Brackett, Hubert Spiiller. Lad.
cam ps are new and have all modern conven
iences. such as baths, gas lights, open rock PilLsibury of Lewiston was a
recent proved in health.
ies’ League:
Aline Herrick, Ada
fireplaces, etc. T he cuisine is unexcelled.
Mr. and Mrs. Mial Lapnb of Dry- Sprague, M. L. tjoar, Lina Weeks
parent®,
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun guest at tine home of her
tain climbing, autom obiling. etc.
Mr. and Mrs. George Pillishury.
den were in town the latter part of Elsie Gile, May Russel)., Violette
W rite for booklet.
H. P. M cK EN N EY, P ro p rie to r.
Jackm an, Maine
T. Freeman Tibbetts its at Kenne th© week on buslines®.
Harnden; finance committee, M. d
bago guiding.
Twenty-nine new subscribers have Tibbetts, Geo. Russell, C. C. Murphy
Onuer Ellis- ha® accepted a position been added to the Rangeley exchange Mrs. J. A. Russell, Mrs. E. P. mc.
THE CARRY POND CAMPS
soliciting
as chauffeur for parties in Port Ches during the pa-st month,, .remarked E. Card, Mrs. O. It. Rowe;
Will be opened May 10, 1915. Best of
W. Marshall, manager for the local committee, Reed Ellis, Walter Oakes
RANGELEY, MAINE
Trout Fishing. Good accommodations. ter,' N. Y.
J. S. Hoar, Mrs. Chas. Cusiimaa, Mrs,
Write for circular.
Mis® Lina Weeks, Miss Vera Adam New England Central office.
J. L E W IS Y O R K , P ro p .
Geo. Kempton, Mrs. H. B. McCard'
HENRY J. LANE,
George
D.
Hoar
left
Saturday
for
and Mrs. Frank Badger
attended
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham. Me.
Teachers’ Convention at Fajimington. Salem, Mass., where he was called dump committee, Wm. Tomlinson.
The program will be as follow s:
H. A. Furbish is planting trees on on business.
Monday- Attic day,
Mis®
Deedie
Skolfield,
who
ha®
OTTER POND CAMPS
the lot next to the blacksmith shop.
AT
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
Tuesday—Basement,
shed and barn
been,
at
Laconia,
N.
H.,
the
past
Mrs. VJam-es Spinney is at home
ing and hunting. Send for circular.
day,
winter
is
the
guest
of
her
sister,
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
for a few weeks from Lewiston,
Wednesday—Back y a rd day,
at Spring Lake
Caratunk, Me.
where
sli-e has be-en receiving medi Mrs. W. D. Quiimby for a short time
, Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
before beginning her duties at Pick- Thursday—Front y a r d day,
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
cal treatment.
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
ford’® Camp®, where she has charge Friday—Paint up day,
purest o f spring water and the table is first-class, TRAPPING SEASON SOON BE HERE
Mrs. Miles Dauphiinee of Portland
Saturday—Haul off day.
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
of the dining rcom.
If yov want to know what is what in the Hunt is visiting her fattier. Frank
Philery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria ing
and
Trapping
line
subscribe
for
the
Trapper.
The members cf the Senior class
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Abbott and fam
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent Jake It is a $1.00 publication but if you act quick only brick.
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring 60 cents. Every issue is crammed full of valuable
R. II. S. 1915 presented the Mow
ily
have
returned
from
Phillips
where
streams and ponds are abundance o f brook trout. information on Hunting. Trapping, Fishing. Taxi
J. Sherman Hear has hda a New
ing play Friday evening to*a good
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
they spent th^ past winter.
eto.. that could not be obtained elsewhere Ergland telephone installed.
Ring
summer resort. Telephone communications with dermy.
at any price. Subscribe Now and Keep Posted.
sized house. ‘‘iSilas the Chore Boy."
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
E.
Tibbetts
are
in
tillage and doctor. References furnished- Terms S. C. Wellman, publisher. Dept. M.. Huntington,
9-2 when you have news iteims for
reasonable. Address fo r full particulars,
Silas St eh bins,
'Scott Ellis
W.
Va.
Boston
for
the
week.
Mrs.
Nancy
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff. Me.
the Main© Woods.
Mitchell is keeping house
during Hiram Ridley, (father)
E. L. Toothaker is delivering trees
Winnie Raymoai
their absence.
N
RANGELE1 TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE and shrubs.
v
On Rangeley Lake.
April 22, a 12% pound daughter Nancy Ridley, (spinster)
B la k e sle e L a k e C a m p s
Mrs. Guida Nile has sold her house
T h orou gh ly modern. On direct autom obile
Bertha
R
u
ssell
arrived
at
the
heme
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House on Main street to Ira Hun to on.
Pert Ridley, (daughter)
to Oct.
A famous resort for anglers and hun Tuly 1Best
C. F. Humtoon has bought the F. E. C. Hinkley.
fishing and hunting. Booklets.
Helen Raymond
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and
Mrs. Thomas Presby and daughter,
tf. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
B. Colby house on Pleasant
street
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st.
Alta of Phillips were recent guests Artbuii-vRidley, (son)
Raugeiey, Maine.
and will take possession afNonce.
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
H. B. Amber
of' Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Phdilbrick.
Maine.
H. C. Riddle is to move into the
RANGELEY LA KE S
Madelainja Hamden
Mr. and Mr®. Philip A. Tibbetts Cecil Dare,
Camp Bemis. The Birches, The Barker. W rite house recently vacated by A. L. Low.
Thayer Ellis
are receiving congratulation® c-n the Gerald Blake,
for free circular.
Ohas, Case is to occupy the George
CAPT. F. C. B A RKER, Bemis. Maine.
Cinch, (t'oou)
Karl Oakes
birth of a son May 3rd.
H^a-r houseS. A. Getchell
has
Mi®® Cornelia T. Crosby wa® jin Je Perkins, (town constable)
leased for a term of years the Brooks
Eddie Pliibrick
VIA RUMFORD FALLS
house
recently purchased by H. A. town the past week.
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
H . M . C A S T N E R , Prop’r. fisning begins about June 1. Send for circular. Furbish, and Wallace Hamm will The tug boat of Kempton Lumber The above parts were well taken.
House always open. JOHN CHADW ICK & CO.,
Company has been, busy towing logs Scott Ellis, as Chore Boy was tbormove into the house recently
pur
Upper Dam, Maine.
Portland,
[Maine
or h.ly at home and played the part
the past week.
chased of Mial E. Lajmb.
(Kolored Karl) was j
Leon A. Robbins and Reed H. El to perfection.
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
M|ps. Ida Morton is working
for
some of the show all right Miss |
Maine vacationists, tourists andsport-i DEAD R IV E R REGION
lis
each
have
a
4-pound
salmon
to
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every Mrs. G. M. E-sty.
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
the:|r credit, which they caught re Madelaiue Hamden is to be hagHy
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Herrick are at
particular.
Maine’s ideal family vaca
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
commended, but all deservemuch
cently.
Hobart’s Camps for a month.
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
credit.
A solo by Miiss Susie TibThe
early
fishermen
are
arriving
in
Axel Tibbetts wtCJ be employed by
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F.
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
betts and a vaudeville sketch by E,
gocdly
numbers
and
the
local
guides
Wm. Cunningham again this season..
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
American plan. Send for circular.
are already being engaged in advance. W. Marshall and Miss Tibbetts, in- .
He left Monday for Portland and will
S. B. McCard is doing carpenter eluding many local hits were much
go freon there to Poland.
BELGRADE LAKES. MAINE.
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
enjoyed.
The play was followed by
work
at Cakes’ Camp®.
W. G. Grant was in Portland re
AND LOG CAMPS.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
a dance, music for which was fur
Mrs.
Blanche
Newell
and
son
of
Heart o f the Rangeleys. fk at fishing region.
Bngland. Best black bass fishing in the world,
cently on business.
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
beat trout flsning in Maine.
nished by thie Rangeley orchestra, kMRS. F. B. BURNS.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
Dr. A. M. Ross is having alterna Lewiston arrived Monday night and
bout $50 was added to the class
will
be
employed
by
I.
B.
Toothakejr.
tions made on. the interior of his
treasury.
The class plan to present
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
A.
Furbish
are
VAUGHAN C A M P S
house.
THE ATTBAN LAKE GAMPS
the
play
at
Stratton next Friday even
spending
the
week
in
Portland.
The Spectacle Lake Camp*, which are known
The K night® of Pythias and PytlnUnsurpassed fishing, hunting, canoeing, bath as the Kibby Camps, have been purchased by
ing and they deserve hearty support.
O.
R.
Rowe
was
oil
the
sick
list
i n g and mountain climbing. Separate camna-fac me and are open for Fiahing and H unting for ian Sisters attended dhiujrcih.
in a
Last Thursday evening Lake View
a ll parties, with tpecial accommodations fow b m - the season of 1915. An ideal family summer
Rev. H. A. the1first of the week.
lies. Sixteen trout ponds o f fly and bait fishing, resort. T elephone connections. A most beauti* body Sunday morning.
Temple No. 14. Pythian Sisters was
Mrs.
Hattie
Tibbetts
is
at
The
ful climate during the aurr.mer m onths; cool, Childs preached a splendid
and a never end o f rivers and streams.
sermcn,
Autom obile tourists wishing to visit A T T E A N even and invigorating. Finest Deer Hunting
visited by G. C., Mrs. Eva G. MaiTavern doing laundry work.
CAM PS, m ay com e to Holden’s Garage, one in the State of Maine. G ood Stream and Lake using for his subject “ The Castle Al
Prices reasonable. F or full partic
Mr. and Mrs
mile from camp, where m otor boat will meet Fishing.
Mrs. John Eastman of Kenduskeag field, Yarmouth.
tar.”
Special music was furnished
parties. Map and booklet o f my territory on ulars. address
Florian
Tibbetts
and
Mr. and Mrs
has
arrived
and
iis
caring
for
her
request.
FRANK R. VAUGHAN, Prop.,
by the male and ladies’ quartettes.
R U E L E. H O L D E N , Jackman, Maine
Saul Colltas were admitted to mem
E U STIS.
- - M A IN E
The oh-urch was prettily
decorated mother, Mrs. Lilbby.
Fcl lowing the work, re
Mr. and Mrs. Eiarl Pifllebury
are bership.
with potted plants and cut flowers.
W ar or no war
working at the W. A Garrigue’s farm. marks were made by G. C., Mre.
Pierce Pond Gamps
Mins. Alvah Sprague and Mrs. Earl
A banquet of sandwiches,
will be open on time for large trout and salmon
Mrs. Poor of Andover, Miss Abby Maxfield.
Huntoon arranged the flowers.
fishing. Best o f reference4 furnished. Send
These
camps
will
be
opened
in
season
salads, cake, qoffee, and fruit was
Carpenter
and
Miss
Mary
Barker
of
for circular. C. A. Spaulding. Caratunk, Me.
Miss Freda Huntoon has gone to
for the spring fishing. Everything at
attend served at the conclusion of Am
Indian Rock Where she lia® employ Portland were in town to
Mrs. Maxfield was the
the funeral of Mrs. Henry T. Kim work.
tractive to be found in the Maine ment.
of Mrs. Wilmont Patterscn duiin?
ball.
woods, will be found here. Great fam
L. D. Nile and Hubert Spiller are
The steamboat crew have
been her stay in town.
ily resort, from June to October, or among the latest Ford owners.
Belgrade Lakes, Me.
busy
painting
the
boat
“
Oquossoe’
’
This well-known hQuse will any time. Try it, and be sure you have Mrs. Susie Gordon of Chesterville and ft was launched the first of the
Rev. T. J. McLaughlin of St
and Miss Jessie Henderson of Jaokopen May 1st to the early fisher found the right spot. Write for tcok
week.
Josephs, Fatrmingtcn, who has charge
|
man
have
returned
home
after
spend
men, and the regular summer let to
Harry Brown, F. C. Porter, WitV of this mission was in town a fe*
ing a few days with Mrs.
Verne
H. W . MAXFIELD,
rnent Patterson, Dean Nile and Ara days ago and celebrated mass at
business under old management.
PilLsbury.
Rowe Pond, Me. Oapt. and Mrs. Ghats. Hamblin Rose are among the crew at Hun- the Catholic chapel on Lake street j
R ou n d M ountain Lake Camps. W rite fo rfre e
have arrived for the season and rare tcon & Hinkley’® driving camp. Wil that is now open for the summer.
booklet. DION O. B L A C K W E L L . Proprietor.
liam Boulter is cooking fer the above
R ound Mountain, Maine
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick J. Driscoll
IN TH E RANGELEY REGION
crew.
of Newtonville, Mass., have given »
Saddleback
Lake
Camps,
only
one
and
onePACKARD S GAMPS
To Let for the Season
Join* Donovan and John JenkJns very beautiful stature of ‘‘Cur Lady
half miles from the railri ad and three-fourths
mile from good auto road. Trout fithing, both
are
at the Tavern again this season, ('f Lourdes,” which was placed to
Rangeley
Lakes
COTTAGE ON RANGELEY LAKE lake and stream. Rates $12.50 to $16 00 per week;
being employed respectively as bell tiie cihnpel recently and is greatly ad$2.60 per day. Booklet and references. For
Rangeley,
Maine
Also motor boat. In the heart of particulars address
bey and porter.
mired by the many who visit the
HEM ON S. BLACKW ELL,
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st.
good fishing and hunting. Write I. W.
The first annual pailnt-up and clean
Dallas,
Maine.
chapel.
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
MITCHELL, Rangeley, Me.
up campaign was such, a grand suc
ridge and duck hunting.
cess, that it was unanimously voted
N E W S FROM NORTHERN MAINE \
to observe it again this year.
Not
Mingo Springs Hotel and Camps only did we as residents enjoy the
(Continue** from page one).
The ideal place to spend your vaca results tut many words of commen
tion. Good fishing, hunting and motor dation were spoken by our summer four salmon that afternoon,, all good t
ing. Table not surpassed in this sec guests.
Let each and
everyone sized fish,.
Mir. W. H. Chandler and
tion. Write for booklet.
make a special effort during
this A. s. Thomason of Boston, with
C. A. COLE, Prop., Rangeley, Maine
campaign to improve the appearance their guide®, are having great sport-j
<f bl eir premises and the town that Air. Albert Grave® and wife of Bo*
CAMP PHOENIX
summer tourists may find added pleas ton, with Sam McKenney amd
In the v eiy heart o f Maine’ s Best Fj h a- d
not er Arnold as guides, are oatobing j
Game R egbn. If you like to fish, the name ure in coming to this village,
Look around and see if you haven't some Fire Arms, SOURDN A HUNK stands for all that is best in only for the natural beauties, which*
seme good fish every day. Mr. ■fishing, and Camp Phoenix is located in the very
of the famous SOUMDNAHUNK region. are bore but from a clean and sani M. Hayward and Mr. Pelton of Me
Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham center
Lively fighting trout at camp do >r. Write for
Let’s clean
up rose, Mass., who have been at Pa,K'
particulars. CHAS. A. DAISEY, Propr., Nor- tary standpoint.
crosa. Me.
^
the ash piles and trash piles
and ard's Camp® every spring for tie
mock or something else you don't want.
SPORTSMEN A N D TOURISTS make our town a spot to be prou- past six years, are htaring their u*
of. Senator Herrick has prepared a ual good luck catching landlord We are the only people in the East circular letter, which will be stent salmon,.
selling dirt ct to the Consumer.
to every hiou.e holder stating
the
Owing to the cold weather ’to I
We have sold things for others, and we can do the Before purchasing your supplies, aims and object of the movement. past
week, the fish would not n»
drop a line and get our prices. We sell
fte.ntim.es it is just a fence
post to the fliy and even the crank 8 j
same for you. Rates one cent a word in advance.
our goods at a wholesale price, there that need® to be straightened, rr a fishermen, were obliged to use bjl ,
fore saving you money on your pur few missing clapboard® tacked on. A or go skunked; but a few dap
Address, Classified Department,
chases! Season advancirg.
Give us brusH’iful of paint or a screen door wa)rm stun will, bring the fish to
|
a try.
hinge, but best of all take care of surface, and the fly fliisheifcnen
MAINE WOODS,
the places where flies breed and thus havq a chance to cast their h
CONGRESS SALES BUREAU,
safeguard the health of the commun
Phillips, Maine
Portland, Me. ity. Look cut for the wra®te accu in the salmon pools at Sebec
Maine.

Where To Go In Maine

YORK C A M P S ,

F1SHINC

John 6arvi!le*s (Samps

ifl^ E S T
END
HOTEL

ROWE POND CAMPS

C en tra l h o u se

BIG RESULTS
F R O M S M A L L ADS.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

Someone else is sure to want it

CLEAN-DP AND
PAINT-UP WEEK

